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KENNA RECORD.
first meeting with her, Gilbert re upon his own mount, leading bet
solved to know his fate, and her glance wounded one.
of kind greeting gave him courage to
"Gilbert, you are a brave man," said
say:
Frank Whiting, as they started home
Doris, 1 love you; will you marry ward. "We all owe you a debt of gratHow Doris Lorimer Learned That me?" then he thought, "I must be itude for acting so promptly and so
craiy to put It so stupidly," and wait- well."
One Person Had Become
ed in an agony of apprehension for her
"Indeed I thank you for my life."
answer.
said Doris, eagerly.
Very Dear.
Doris' smile broadened, and she re
I did only what you would hav
plied calmly, "Why, Mr. Farrandale. I done bad you been nearest, Frank
BY M. DIBBELL.
could not think of being so cruel as And I am sorry. Miss Lorimer, that
Gilbert Farrandale bad reached the to let you manacle yourself with the was not In time to save your borae
age of thirty-twwithout ever having fetters which cut so deeply."
from all harm, though I think the
had a serious affair of the heart He
Gilbert's heart seemed to sink Into wound Is only a slight one, and will
and
patronizing
regarded with rather a
the earth on hearing these fateful heal rapidly."
pitying manner those of his friends words.
Gilbert received a very different an
I was a fool to say that." he de swer
who considered a wife and home the
from the first, when he next ap
clared. "I thought I was so wise. pealed to Doris for her love.
best that life could give them.
I
no
In
go
fact
had
when
what
idea
love
and
"I would rather be free to
As that awful beast sprang at you
come as I choose, than to be bound meant But now I have learned. I I learned that one person bad beyou,
Doris. Do not punish me come very dear to me," she said.
with the matrimonial chain," be told love
his friend Frank Whiting, having over for Ignorance I know the truth now." (Copyright, 4913, by the McClure ffew- He held out his bands to her In
taken that young man on the street
paper Syndicate.)
a few days before the date announced frank appeal.
grew
;ook
but,
81oDoris'
kinder,
alas.
for his marriage to pretty Kitty
ANTS SHOW MUCH INGENUITY
cum. "I hope you will be happy, there was not love for him In the
Frank, but nothing cuts like the fetters brown eyes. "Love cannot be forced,"
she said, "and sometimes I think It Is Remarkable Thought That Is Not At
with which one has manacled himself
All Appreciated by People Who
He smiled with the complacency of as not my nature to love any one person.
Are Made Victims.
but to care for each of those who are
sured wisdom.
"Oh, rubbish!" retorted his unappre-clatlv- e dear to me, and they are many."
In the telephone system of the canal
Had Gilbert been In the right mood.
friend. "Walt till you find the
Minerva' zone steel rails are used an poles. Acright one and all the chains in creation he might have smiled at this
to a correspondent of the Telwouldn't keep you from marrying her like utterance from one who was so cording
wooden poles cannot
Review
ephone
was
love.
plainly,
he
tor
But
made
far
If she would have you." He turned
earnest to see anything be maintained any great length of
and left Gilbert, who watched his re too much
time on account of the ants that will
humorous In ber remark.
treating form with benevolent pity
"I shall win you away from all the cut into a wooden pole and before long
said
bad,"
be
chap,
It
"Poor
he has
here leave nothing but the shell.
to himself, continuing on his home others," he said positively, andfamily
Creosoted cross arms are used as
the
ended,
conversation
their
ward way.
a protection' against these pests.
coming out to Join them.
Mrs. Horton, the housekeeper, had
I might relate one instance,"
he
as Gilbert walked homeward
taken the best of care of the big Far- - hisLater
thought went over the scene with writes, "where even the ants discov
randale mansion for many years. Gil' Doris, and he had to acknowledge that ered the value of having a telephone
bert had come Into possession of this his suit had received no encourage- In the bouse. They had followed the
fine old place upon the passing of his ment "But I shall not give up sh twisted wires Into an office building
uncle, and Mrs. Horton was part of the shall love
me." be said to btcuself and Into the bell box, which was fasInheritance.
tened to the side of an oak veneered
with a firm setting of the Hps.
oran
Gilbert Farrandale was left
flat top desk.
and
brought
bride
the
The
end
week
phan, and his bachelor uncle had groom
"They "aored through the bell box
Kitty's
relatives
a
surprise
and
Un
adopted him as bis own child
pres- Into the Interior of. the desk and bad
was
the
planning.
had
been
This
doubtedly living all these years with
saddle removed practically the entire pine
a confirmed celibate had much to do entation of a handsome pair of couple
wood of the interior, when the desk
to the newly married
with the nephew's profound know! horses
mount for suddenly fell to pieces.
a
with
beautiful
third
mar
edge on the subject of love and
'These busy ants. In their opera
Doris.
It had long been Gilbert's
riage.
habit to take a daily gallop, and It be- tions, when they feel that their presGilbert had received an invitation to came a regular custom for the four ence might be discovered, construct a
young Whiting's wedding. Appoint young people to enjoy
a morning ride kind of tunnel of mud extending along
ed day and hour found him waiting together.
the floor beams for tbe entire length
tn the Slocum home for the coming of
touch of the building and come and go
to
Gilbert
efforts
his
continued
two foolish yooungsters, as be regard' the
affections of the little cousin, but through this concealed passage."
ed them.
at
times he almost despaired of ever
Kitty Slocum In filmy white ad attaining the desire of his
School Lunch.
heart
vanced down the long room with
One mother has procured a small
Ode morning In early September the
Frank Whiting at her side. She was four started on their usual ride, choos- earthen Jar about the size of a teacup.
pretty enough to touch even a harder ing a beautiful oath through the 1 'hen baking beans, she fills this and
heart than Gilbert's. Gilbert's eyes woods. Doris and Gilbert rode In ad' bakes them for next day's school lunch
fell next on the cousin who, with Kit vance of the others, and after canter for her little daughter, cays the Moth
ty's brother. Ernest, followed the ing for some distance under the dense er's Magazine. They are not mussy.
bridal pair, and the delights of bach shade of the massive oaks they slowed as they are apt to be if dipped with a
elor freedom began suddenly to fade down.
spoon from tbe family Jar. Add to
for him.
Suddenly at the left side of the this a sandwich or two of ttiln slices
The clergyman Joined the young road ahead of Doris there appeared a of bread spread with butter, a crisp cu
people In marriage, and Gilbert was glapt hound with a broken chain dan cumber pickle wrapped In wax paper,
among the first to offer cougratula gling from his collar. He was a fierce- - an orange or a good apple, two or
tlons. Then he turned to speak with looking animal, and bis swift and si three crisp cookies, all neatly packed
Ernest Slocum. and obtained an intro- lent coming had startled them. In In a clean,
lunch box, which
duction to the cousin, the mere sight stantly he made a spring at the neck baa been lined with a., paper napkin,
of whom had given him a new outlook of Doris' horse, and the frightened and you have a wholesome, attractive
on life.
beast reared backward. Doris was a lunch. The cup may al&o be used for
Doris Lorimer was the picture of good rider and retained her seat, but custards,
favorite pudding, scalloped
youth and happiness. Her big brown as her horse's fore feet touched the Dotatoes. or any baked dish that Is
eyes were enough In themselves to ground again the bound made a sav- relished cold
have made her beautiful. She had age leap, and this time fastened his
come from her home In a distant part fangs In 'be shoulder of the animal
Muffled Knocks.
of the state to act as her cousin's lady
"You dou't know bow I enjoy hear
sprang
ground
and
Gilbert
the
to
In waiting, and she was to remain
brought
the handle of bis heavy ing you talk on art, Mrs. Foxby; it's
with the Slocum family Indefinitely. bunting down
crop
with
all his strength better than going to a minstrel show
Hers was the office of smoothing over upon
"Tell me where you buy your cigars
the
The crushing
bound's
bead.
Mr.
Mrs.
parting
of
and
Slocum blow
the
chao. I d like to pass by there
locosold
he
and
brute,
dazed
the
from their only daughter.
hold. Then he made a fero some day."
his
ened
After the Slocum household had set- cious spring for Gilbert's throat
"Tea, Indeed, Mrs. Highsome;
tled back Into Its regular routine Gil
think you're quite good enough to
"Oh, Gilbert. Gilbert 1"
bert Farrandale found his way there
It was the first time Doris had ever vote. All you need ' is some knowl
frequently, but his friends were no
bis name, and her love spoke edge of politics."
called
longer favored with
"I want to apologize, Chucksley
in the cry. It seemed to give Gilbert
lectures.
having called you a red headed Ig
for
as
superhuman
strength,
the
for
Doris always met Gilbert with pernoramus; I see you re hair Is nearly
again
leaped
with
It
struck
be
hound
fect friendliness, but there was nothits massive black."
ing in her manner to indicate that the the loaded crop square onthrough
"I was Just going out, Mrs. Kaw
blow crushed
Into
head;
the
pierced
his heart
arrow which had
ler, but I'll be glad to have you com
monster
the
furious
brain,
and
Its
had even touched her own.
In and stay a minute or so.
Gilbert, was only too well aware of dropped at his feet, lifeless.
very
very
thankful but
It was a
this fact, but be tried to reassure himDally Thought.
party of four that turned
self with the hope that as he really nerve-shakeof beauty Is more ex
domain
The
wound
the
ubicb
The
homeward.
ways
hers
of
so
feminine
little
knew
domain of the physi
the
than
tensive
glveu
to
Doris'
teeth
had
bound's
a
might be the usual attitude In such
horse was bleeding freely, and tbe anl cal world exposed to our view; It bai
case.
Finding Dorli alone on the plana mal was trembling from shock. Doris no bounds but those of entire nature,
one evening, about six weeks after bis dismounted and Gilbert placed er and of the soul and genius of man.
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though he usually
bad bopea of letting 11.60 a visit.
surgeon's fee was a quarter a mile,
whether the journey were far or near,
and to that charge he added a quarter
,
and if the patient
for
wanted tan arm or lei tut off it ecu
Bim Ml.

klii for breakfast?" aht more than

Just-marrie-

if

ANGEL CAKE WITH

TEA TABLE DELICACIES

blood-letting-

ttmn

mm

$1.66,

costing

Writer In an Exchange Glvea What U
Considered One of the Best Ideaa
THAT
DEAS FROM SCOTLAND
',
for This Delicacy.
MIGHT BE APPROPRIATED.
One of the very best recipes that t ;'.
know of is as follows: Sift separately I
8cones and Edinburgh Shortbread Are one cup each of flour and sugar. They
should measure this. In fact, after be- '
Recommended by a Traveler Oat
ing sifted. Then sift both together
BanPitcalthly
Cakes and
five times. Sift by Itself half a tea- nocks Also Are Good.
spoonful of cream of tartar, and beat '
the whites of
large eggs to a stiff ;
Something new In the way of "tea froth, adding nine
eggs a saltspoon- - ;
to
the
and things" was discovered the other ful of salt. Use a wire beater for this '
where
tearoom,
day at a Scotch
purpose and whip on a large platter.
scones and genuine Edinburgh short This will be better than a bowl. When
bread were being served, wrltes'a cor the whites are foaming, add the cream
respondent.
There were oat cakes. of tartar, then beat until the m'xture ;
too, and Pitcalthly bannocks as well. Is so stiff
that the platter turned
'
The scone has all the virtue oi
down will retain the egg.
tea
a
as
tbe toasted English muffin
aim ma Aorcra inrn rnn nnvi ni ,
inw
accessory," explained tbe Scotch lass sifted sugar and flour, and cut and
who makes these breads. "And. In fold the whites In very carefully ao
addition, It Isn't so likely to be soggy- as not to break the air cells.
The muffin has yeast In It, but tbe
aw WS
n kU
V
IIIQ BIUIVU4
scone Is made without, as you will comes the critical moment. The 'pan
see from my recipe, which 1 brought should be In readiness. There Is a
from Dunferline: One coffee cup of pan that comes specially for angel
teaBpoon of salt. cake, but any brick shaped, or, for
flour,
teaspoonful of cream of that matter, one with a tube In the
teaspoon of soda middle, will answer. It should be very
f
tartar,
(small), one teaspoon of sugar.
lightly buttered or else lined with
'Mix all the dry Ingredients togeth oiled paper. Some authorities advise
er and then stir In enougn ouiter-mil- putting the cake in an unbuttered pan.
of a coffee but In my opinion this Is rather risky.
(about
cup) to make a soft dough. Turn this
Keep folding until the cake la al
out on a
board and roll most In the oven, which should b
Inch In very slow. If there is danger of Its
lightly to about
thickness. Cut this in eight, pie fash being too hot leave the oven door open
Ion. and put on a hot griddle. Do. not while you are making tbe cake. This
grease the griddle. Bake until brown gives the cake a chance to heat gradon one side, then turn over and bake ually and rise slowly like a souffle, the
on the other. Turn only once.
condition you desire. After 25 minutes
'The Scotch shortcake Is really a the heat may be Increased a little. Tbe
is
crust,
but
cake. It looks like pie
cake will require 40 to SO minutes to
not so rich and Is sweeter. I cut the bake. It Is most important the ake
dough with a knife Into triangles, be should not be Jarred while baking, so
cause I tblnk it rises better than do not bang doors (the oven or others)
when It Is shaped with a cutter. In or do anything around the kitchen
the large pastry shop tn Edinburgh that might Injure the cake, as ham
they roll the dough much thinner and mering, etc. When done Invert
cut Into small round shapes. They
It will slip out of the pan. A
are called there 'petticoat tails.' You boiled frosting is generally consid
see, when Mary Stuart came back ered best for this cake.
from France she brought a number
To make thla boll one cup of sugar
of the French people with h,er. and with five tablespoonfuls of water unthey called these little cakes petus til It threads. While this Is boiling
gateaux.' Tbe Scotch people thought whip tbe white of an egg to a froth
they said 'petticoat tails,' and so they (very stiff) and when the syrup
have been known ever since."
threads beat rapidly and evenly into
Another variety of shortbread Is the the whipped whites. Stir until rather
-Pitcalthly bannock. 1 suppose the thick and spread over the cake as
lady of Pitcalthly
castle. In Perth, quickly as possible. It may be flavored
originated them, as all the great ladles with any preferred
extract ExIn early times made their own cakes. change.
This Is simply the shortbread with
nuts and any other good thing you ECONOMY
CLUB THE LATEST
may happen to have on band stirred
through It
To make the ordinary shortbread Housekeepers Join In Effort to Check
Extravagance and Promote True
take seven ounces of flour, one ounce
Spirit of Hospitality.
of rice flour, Ave ounces of butter and
two ounces of castor sugar.
An Interesting economy contest bewith the
Work all this together
hands until It Is soft and the butter tween four housekeepers may not be
Make It Into a without Interest It all came about In
Is well worked In.
and
Inch thick; talking over the extravagance
round cake about one-hal-f
pinch the edges together and prick work connected with entertaining and
It all over with a fork.
This keeps how tbe true spirit of hospitality
It from' rising ' Put It on a greased seemed to have been overlooked In the
paper on a flat tin and bake In a slow mad rush and endeavor of each hostoven until It le a pale brown. One ess to have a little more, or things a
hour or more Is hot too long to bake little different. In comparison with
Mrs. "So-anSo."' Then It was agreed
that each one would give a luncheon,
Preserve Puffs.
Take sufficient puff paste to make the cost for the four not to exceed one
the desired number. Cut and roll out dollar; that they would wear wash
thin to about six Inches In diameter gowns not to exceed two dollars In
Place on it, a little from the center, a cost that Is. the material and that
preserves, they would bring their sewing, while
teaspoon of raspberry
allowing the top edges to He back one of the number would read aloud
for an hour, and each one was to tell
from the front edge at least
This folding forms a half some current news Item or Interesting
of an Inch
circle. Wash with water or egg and Incident. Gossip. In the strict sense of
water, dust with powdered suar. cut the word, was to be tabooed, and meeta few deep but short cuts serosa the ings were to be held once tn two
top, over the preserve, and bake The weeks This Is certainly a step In the
preserve will show through tbe cuts. right direction. Would there were
more economy clubs. St Louis Republic.
Lime In Curtains.
When wsshlng new curtains you
To Mark Linen.
will generally And that '.hey are full
A neat way to mark clothing where
of lime. A great deal of trouble may be
saved by soaking the curtains over- It Is not advisable or convenient to use
night In water tn which a little salt Ink Is to mark tbe name or Initials
has been dissolved The salt draws with a pencil, then stitch over tbe
out tbe lime and makes the curtains marking with white or desired color
quite easy to wash, without too much of thread, using a coarse thread with
rubbing and soap.
a long stitch.
'

;
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one-quart-

one-quart-

one-hal-

k

three-quarter-

s

well-floure-

one-quart-

l.

d

one-fourt-

Italian Pot Roast, Tomato Sauce.
by preparing tbe pot roast
coated archly. "All tight, dear," rein the usual way, rubbing it well with
plied Mr. justmarrled, suddenly pacifsifted flour and seasoning it with pep
per and aatt. Then brown it on all
ied- "Call her in!"
idea in heated auet and add an onion
when these erelim
and a carrot
Distil"! Feel if Oil.
inariei are over cover it with tinned
fcoeton nowadays don't get 10
totnatoei ifiitead of water If the
much mm titan they uied to let
are without much luberriuoei
eighteenth:
BeiihHihj
the
6t
At the
Baity Thiuahi
juiee etdd loftie water, M tnt ire
the usual fee to I ifadtiftti
Prosperity la b&t without fflfthy usually juicy enough About half ah
to bhyila will about il 60, though ltd
usually nked twice that imouttt Old fulfil stiri mlstiiKi! and sivsrtH i hour before taking up add the macaThe ttlelt fttlbUld lltamtr aad
Hawbotiei, who.waa only a licensed not wltbttt aetntortl tAtt boyee.Ba- - roni
rot boil.
fci sat rhyitciah,
Wt well MrjM

Suited Him All Right.
It wu early In tbe history of tbe
pew household. "What have we cot
for breakfast, dearf" aiked Mr.
Hli wife looked at him with
troubled eyei. "It wai to have been
fcacon." the elld. "but poor cook's
"Poof cook) t ehfluld
burnt
thltlt lb, Indued!" exclaimed Mr. JUlt.
tnarH6d. "CtJflfftUtl d feet! HaVc J8U
"Ob,
0i
liven her eoticet"
mustn't He too eron with her. dir.
ftoi," eaid hti wtfi. "Bht'i 1a yfiuni

tod
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Begin

Chits

Toast

Make a sauce with one rounding ta
blespoonful each of flour and butter
and one cup of hot milk; cook Ova
minutes, add a satUboonful of salt and
a few trains of pepper Now add one

cup Of cheese cut In small pieces and
a lobtt as it rnclls turn ever slices of
toatted bread abd serve at onto.
Like kamb Chips.
If HuUtin chhpl atrntner In jin. I lib.
tie Water on the tuck of the itoVe 0
fore broiling br trying the flavor wilt
Itt Hie IntuO
be

cVf.

THE
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DEAD

Dan C. Savage, Ed. & Pub.
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:
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NEW MEXICO

England is la acute need of elastic,
window glass.
However, aa for bobble skirted women, bow can she expect tc "win in a
walk?"
A Peruvian aviator proposes to fly
over the Alps. In a Peruvian bark,
probably.
may
"
fit the
crime, but it's altogether too bard to
pronounce.
"Bashl-bazoukesses-

Vienna astronomer says 218,000,-00tons of cosmlo dust falls on the
earth every day.
A

0

A Pennsylvania man has contracted
smallpox from a roll of bank notea.
But who'a afraid?

A professor of music says that there
are 10,000,000 melodies. But of these,
how many are original?
Man needs a tew more soft spots

In bis heart, says a western preacher,
yind a few less in his bead.

A Chicago thief was kicked senseless by a woman the other day. She
must have been a ballet dancer.
A New Jersey man claims to have
Invented a seamless coat as the result
of a dream. It sounds like one.

A St Louis newspaperman bought
twelve engagement rings In one year.
Perhaps he believed in advertising.
' Is

late,

Hereafter, when dinner
don't be too quick to blame wife or
cook. Perhaps it was the postman,
-

t

scientist says men get
bald because they eat too much. Then
why is it that a dyspeptic usually is
bald?
A French

Paris husband who suspected his
wife of infidelity, cut off her nose. To
keep her from nosing around, no
doubt.

Pittsburg burglar fleeing with plunder was captured by a Btnall boy with
a toy pistol. It's the little things that
count

A Texas undertaker has contracted
to bury the county paupers at Vt cent
each. Doing the work at pauper's
prices.

Inventing a "cure" for tuberculosis
seems to be a heap easier than convincing other specialists you have
lone It
A naturalist says tbat lobsters are
becoming extinct But then, of course,
naturalists do not bang out along
Broadway.

Chicago violinist attacked a burglar,
rendered him unconscious, and turned
him over to the police. Wonder what
be played?
Moving picture

theaters are proving

Immensely popular in Mexico. Probably those western and Mexican Alms
island are
manufactured on Long
shown to the surprise of the natives.
The Chinese have adopted our calendar. It would not be at all surprising
la the oriental rush for occidental reforms to hear 'of the Celestials falling
eager victims to the trading-stam-

habit
Le Duo de
who is also
La Comte Carl! di Mombercalli, was
halted by federal examiners because
of a swollen face. After he had disgorged his names he was allowed
to enter the country.
A $5,000 prize offered In England
for the best mine lamp baa been divided between nine inventors. Sounds
like a joke.
A Mississippi man has named all
his daughters after flowers.
Be all
right if they don't fade before they
are married.
A Pittsburgh
criminal got out of
prison with no other aid than a but
ton hook. A woman could have done
It with a hairpin.
A

San Francisco doctor replaced a

(log's knee Joint with a sliver, diamond
studded hinge.' Now watch the dor

catchers get busy.

"Mme. Bernhardt is an artist,'' remarks one critic, "and can play any
role except Falstaff."
It would be
mighty interesting to see her doing lit
tle Eva, wouldn't It?

Automobiles killed 143 persons la
New York during 1912, while wagons
killed 173 people. Which, only goes to
how that New Yorkers are more s
tert dodging automobile.

OF

CATHOLIC
DIOCESE
PASSES AWAY.

SPEND TOO MUCH

FOR WHISKY

Americana Use 04,000,000 Gallons and
8,S00,00O,0OO Cigarettes In
8lx Months.

Washington, D. C. Americans are
drinking more whisky, smoking more
cigars and clgaett.es and chewing
more tobacco than ever efore in history, according to latest tax returns
Kansas City. Bishop John J. Hogan to Royal E. Cabell, commissioner of
of the diocese of Kansas City in the .'nternal revenue.
Catholic church, died at 12:55 o'clock
From July to February the nation
in the afternoon at the Episcopal resihis consumed 94,000,000 gallons of
dence. He had been ill ten days. whisky, an Increase of 5,000,000 galBishop Thomas F. Lillis, coadjutor, lons over the corresponding year;
was with htm. He was conscious un- 8,500,000,000 cigarettes, an Increase of
til 10 o'clock in the morning.
2,500,000,000; 4,500,000,000 clears, an
Bishop Hogan had been a priest for Increase of 250,000,000, and 250,000-00- 0
sixty years a bishop for forty-four- .
pounds of smoking and chewing
Of all who were present at his ordi
tobacco, an Increase of 12,000,000
nation in 1852 be was the last sur pounds. These are
vivor. And, excepting Cardinal Gib- figures.
bons, he has been since 1909, the oldIn addition, drinkers of beer are reest living bishop. It was not, how- suming their stride. During the fiscal
ever, until July, 1910, that the active year 1912 the consumption of beer
work of the venerable man was trans fe'l off materially, but the first seven
ferred to Bishop Thomas F. Lillis, who months of the current fiscal year the
had been appointed his coadjutor. people of the United States have
Since then Bishop Hogan lived quietly drunk 38,864,000 barrels, an increase
He lived in of 1,850,000 barrels over last year.
In rest and meditation.
respect and honor. Visiting churchDrinkers, smokers and chewers are
men always counted it a privilege to thus enriching the federal governcall on him, and on his birthday anni- ment Internal revenue taxes from
versary visitors always filled his Jjully 1 to date are $12,500,000 greater
study.
than any previous record for a similar period.
DECOYED FROM BED AND SHOT
A TRAIN
STOLEN BY. A MANIAC
A Kansas Powder Plant Superintendent Killed by a Drunken
A Crazy Man Overpowered the Crew
Watchman.
In Michigaji Captured and
Subdued by Sheriff.
Columbus, Kas. William Durkee,
superintendent of the Dupont powder
Iron Mountain, Mich. Alvin Olson,
works at Turck, was shot and killed a demented man of giant size, wrested
by "Slim" Patterson, night watchman.
the control of a locomotive from a
Patterson compelled the engineer to train crew here,
after a terrific battle
whistle,
on
the with the sheriff and
sound four blasts
the
deputies, ut ne
signal to summon the superintendent
was torn from the throttle before he
to the works in case of an emergency. got the engine onto the main line. A
As soon as Durkee responded Patterpasenger train passed on the main
son confronted him and exclaiming: track near the scene of the battle a
"Now, you double crosser, I've got few minutes after Olson was subdued.
you where I want you, and am going
Olson boarded the locomotive at a
to fix you," fired at him with a rifle. switch a short distance from here. The
sevbuilding
staggered
to
a
Durkee
train crew hurriedly notified the shereral yards away, and then fell. He iff. The latter officer was seveiely
died fifteen minutes later. Patterson kicked and beaten before he sucgave himself up and was brought to ceeded in overpowering the would-bthe county jail In Columbus.
engineer.
End Come to Bishop John J. Hogan
After a Life of Usefulness.

record-breakin-
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A

PLOT

TOj KILL

GOV.

SULZER

NEED MORE GUARDS ON BORDER

The New York Executive Learned of
a Conspiracy to Assassinate Him.

If

Albany, N. Y. Governor Sulzer
has been Informed of an alleged plot
to assassinate bim. The governor related tbat a man, with head swathed
in bandages, called at the executive
chamber and was referred to Owen
L. Potter, his legal assistant To Mr.
Potter the man, whose name the governor would not divulge, said that
Thursday night while In an abandoned
cider mill, he had overheard two men
discussing a plot to kill the governor.
When the conspirators learned of the
presence of the governor's informant
they assaulted and robbed him. Both
he and Mrs. Sulzer, the governor
said, have been receiving threatening

Austin, Tex. Governor Colquitt of
Texas sent a telegram to United
States Senator Culberson, in which
he asserted tbat "the present federal
policy toward this state is an outrage," and urged that efforts be made
to have additional United States
troops assigned to patrol duty along
the Mexican-Texa- s
border!
Governor Colquitt advised Mr. Culberson that the situation along the
border has been growing worse dally.
From all along, the Rio Grande, the
governor declares, frantic appeals
have been made to him for protection.

letters.
SHOTS IN

A REAL

ESTATE

DEAL

One Man Killed and Two Wounded
the Result of a Conference

at

at Dallas, Texas.

Dallas, Tex. In a conference over
a proposed real estate deal in an office building here James L. White,
treasurer of the Republic Trust Company of this city, was shot and killed
and A. Silvers,
of the
Republic, and president of A. Silvers
& Co., probably was fatally wounded.
J. A. Clapton of San Antonio, Tex.,
the third man in the conference, is
charged with the crime.
TO

RESCUE .IN

A STEAM

ENGINE

Wife 8aved and Burglar Routed by
Chicago Engineer After a
Fast Run.

United States Won't Protect
State Will, Saya the Governor
of Texas.

P0RFIRI0

DIAZ

COMING

It

BACK

Former President of Mexico to
turn From Europe by the
First of April.

Re-

City of Mexico. Gen. Porflrlo Diaz,
of the republic, who has
been in exile in Europe, is coming
borne. There is not the slightest possibility that he will mix in the politics of Mexico again, but his enforced
exile is ended. Word was received
from Paris that within a short time
General Diaz again will be in his private residence in Cadena street, an
interested spectator of the development of the new regime. ,
SUNDRY

CIVIL

BILL

Measure Carrying

IN

HOUSE

Appropriations
Up- - to
the Senate.

of

$113,000,000 Is Now

Washington, D. C. The Sundry
Appropriation bill, carrying a
little more than 113 million dollars,
has passed the House. The provision
for two naval colliers to cost not exceeding a million dollars each was
stricken out. An unsuccessful effort
was made to prohibit scientific man
agement In government works at Panama. The bill now goes to the Senate.

ft Isn't half as far from virtue to
vice as it is from vice to virtue.
Tbat

!

for the

in
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8AME CLASS.
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LAX riVH BKOMO OUIN1NN.
of H. W. UROVB. ClllH a Cold
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Two
Grip
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If you would strike a man favorabl
never hit him in the vicinity of the
pocketbook.

Constipation causes and seriously

aprfrnt-Tale-

s

many diseases.
It Is thoroughly cured
by Dr. Pleroe's Pellets. Tiny sugar-coate- d

granules.

Adv.

Ite Merit
"Why is a mirror considered one of
the best of critics?"
"Because It always faces the truth."
He Is Still Single.
"You are the first girl I have ever
loved."
"And you'd be the last man I'd
ever love." '

r

"And do you love your sister, Johnny?"
There Are Others.
"Well, I must admit I do, but I can
"What are the principal activities
of the official position our friend oc only be a brudder to her same aa
your
cupies?"
.
"Those involved In holding; on to
No, Indeed.
It," replied Senator Sorghum.
"Ladies are beginning to smoke cigarettes, aren't they?"
Direct Hint
"No, indeed."
A
stranger entered an
"But I am sure I saw ' a woman
hotel.
"Where's the bar?" he asked of Pat, smoking one yesterday!"
"But you said ladles."
who was standing at the door.
"What kind of a bar?" asked the latImportant to Mothers)
ter. Examine carefully every bottle of
"Why, a liquor bar, of course. What CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for
do you suppose I mean?"
Infants and children, and see that It
"Well," drawled Pat, with a twinBears the
kle, "I didn't know but what you
Signature i
might mean a bar of soap."
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatoria
Automobile Aroma.
Farmer Hiram was mending the
front fence when an automobile
Thought of It
whisced past, emitting a trail pf blue - For a thing that springs mostly
smoke from Its
engine.
from badly digested misinformation,
Farmer Hiram's hand went to his public sentiment Is amazingly often
nose. When the car had disappeared right. Puck.
far down the lane and the smell had
died away he ventured to address the
hired man.
"Sam," he said, "they may be swell
city fellers an' all that; but they certainly was smokln' some vile
dirty-lookin-

g

d

1

see-gars- ."

Dellate Point
They are a happy couple. They
haven't been married very long. In
tact, the honeymoon has barely waned,
says the Pittsburgh Post. An elderly
friend met the bridegroom downtown
yesterday and slapped him on the
back.
"Well, happy as a lark, I suppose?"
"Oh, yes."
"How's the cooking?"
"I have one trouble. It's lust this
my wife has been preparing angel
food every day for dinner."
"You must be getting tired of it"
"I am. Yet I feel a hesitancy about
saying anything. How soon after the
honeymoon would it be proper to ask
for beefsteak and onions?"
Beginning Soon to Worry.
My sister Is worried to
death over her son, Reginald.
She
wants him to enter the ministry, his
father wants him to go Into business,
while Reginald himself has got his
mind set on being an actor, and says
nothing shall keep him from it.
Mrs. Brown Hum. How old Is "he?
Mrs. Jones He'a getting on for
even. Stray Stories.

"What's the Use'

waiting: for Nature, alone, to

bring back your appetite, to
make the liver active and the
bowels regular? Some assist
ance is needed and
Bk

Hn vTI-TT- f
IIUU

to

Proper Food.

"For many years I was a constant
sufferer from Indigestion and nervousness, amounting almost to prostration," writes a Montana man.
"My blood was Impoverished, the
vision was blurred and weak, with
moving spots before my ees. This was
a steady dally condition. I grew
and eventually got so nervous I could not keep my books posted, nor handle accounts satisfactorily.
I can't describe my sufferings.
"Nothing I ate agreed with me, till
one day I happened to notice Grape-Nut- s
In a grocery store, and bought
a package out of curiosity to know
what It was.
"I liked the food from the very,
first, eating It with cream, and now I
buy it by the case and use it dally.
I soon found that Grape-Nut- s
food was
supplying brain and nerve force as
nothing In the drug line ever had
done or could do.
"It wasn't long before I was restored to health, comfort and happiness.
"Through the use of Grape-Nut-s
food
my digestion has been restored, my
nerves are steady once more, my eyesight Is good again, my mental faculties
are clear and acute, and I have become
so
that my friends are
truly astonished at the change. I feel
younger and better than I have for 20
years. No amount of money would
Induce me to surrender what I have
gained through the use of Grape-Nut- s
food."
Name given by Postum Co
Battle Creek, Mich. "There's a reason." Read th little book, "Th Road
to Wellville." In pkgs."
Ever read th
letter? A new
from lime tm tint. They
" Sfeenlne, treat am (sOI t kinu

Chicago, 111. Running his locomotive at a high rate of speed for several miles, James Powers, engineer
of a switch engine, raced to his home
in response to a telephone call from
his wife that burglars had locked her
in a room. He arrived In time to release his wife and chase the intruders,
but they escaped.

Civil

Naval Bill Reported.
Washington, D. C The Naval Appropriation bill, carrying 146 million
dollars and authorising two battleships, one transport, one supply ship,
six torpedo boat destroyers and four
submarines, has been reported In the
House.

Seven Children Burn In Home.
Harrisburg, Pa. Seven children,
ranging in age from 1 to 12 years,
were burned to death when the home
of their father, George Smith, at
Ebenezer.near here, was destroyed by
fire. The parents were absent from
home at the time.

8ent Wtilsky by Parcel Poet.
Minneapolis, Minn. A Minneapolis
liquor dealer faces a $5,000 fine and
Ave years In Leavenworth prison for
sending whisky by parcel post to the
dry state of North Dakota.

8lelghlng In Missouri Now.
Sedalia, Mo. Sedalla has excellent
sleighing. Snow began falling at day
break and continued all day. Several
Inches of snow covers the ground.
Fields were In need of the moisture.
Utwwl, AST.

A.

R'C
bll u

"it"

is really
For 6o years it
has helped in cases of Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Costiveness,
Colds, Grippe and Malaria.
We ITrge

a Trial Today

AVOID SUBSTITUTES

Cough, Cold

SoreThroat
Sloan's Liniment gives
quick relief for cough, cold,
hoarseness, sore throat,
croup, asthma, hay fever
and bronchitis.
HERE'S PROOF.
Ma, Albert W PBJCB.of Fredonla,
Kau., writes i ' We uae bloan's Llni-nie- ut
la the family ami find It an excellent relief (or eolde Bud hay fever
attacks. It stopa ooughlug anasnooa
lug almost Instantly."

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT
RELIEVED SORE THROAT.
L. Brkweb, of Modello, Fla- -,
I bought one bottle of your
I.lulnieot and Itdldmeall the good In
the world. My throat was very sore,
and it cured bus of my trouble.'
,

Mb.
write!

GOOD FOR COLD AND CROUP.
Mb. W. H. Btbahob, 3721 Elm wood
Avenue, Chicago, 111., write i "A little boy next door had eroup. I gav
the mother Sloan's Liniment to try.
She gave him three drops on sugar
before going to bed, and he got up
without the oroup in the morning'

Prtoe, 25o., BOo., $tmOO
Sloan's
Treatise
on the

Horss

sent free.

good-nature- d

anra

BBk

rfStomach Bitters

Mrs. Jones

GOOD NATURED AGAIN
Good Humor Return With Chang

lull

BBSS.

Address

f'vJT

Dr.
Sloan
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a thnM whn fnTlnvv a
space I consider! one possible eotrrse
"Oh! Wasn't It exciting!" she ex necessarily alarmed. There Is not
of action after another, groping des claimed, with an effort at nonchalance cannot be, In fact the slightest pos- of unrest until vengeance bas been.
perately for a plan of rescue and es that was almost pathetic. "I wouldn't sibility of danger. On the contrary wrought.
cape.
He paused for Just a moment and I
have missed this experience for any their visit, whoever they may be, is
In that passing second or two there thing In the world." And then, discov- in all likelihood pacific. But if it would moved Impatiently. But If I thought
had been no sound no word from him ering a little trickle of blood on my make you any less uneasy, Mr. Checka- to disconcert him by my action I was
at the' door; no whisper even from her cheek, which a diligently plied hand- beedy shall watt near the open door, not rewarded.
"It Is possible, Mr. Clyde," he con
at my side, who, like myself, sat dumb kerchief had not fully succeeded In and you yourself shall stop here in tbe
and Inert, strickon to stone by the sud- keeping out of sight, she was at once hall, where you can practically see and tinued, "that you are familiar with
the history of the trade In coolies be
But for a sec- all solicitude. "Oh, Philip I" she cried. hear all that goes on."
hi i
i M denness of the attack.
That she yielded promptly to my tween your country and miner
ond or two only this silence and In- with wide eyes, swimming. "You're
t nnriHsri "Yes " I answorod "nasa- hurt! It was awful. It was heathen argument pretended, at least to put
ertia lasted.
That which ensued was coincident ish I I wish we had never dared who aside her fears, and returning me ably familiar. I know that at one time
As though the step had been prear- did It! Do you know!
Was it a smile for smile, confessed to a con- It was black with outrages. I know
And so she suming curiosity which she had mere- that In 1882 a Chinese exclusion act
CO ranged, the three actors moved In con- knife cut! Was
cert. The hand which held the weap- rattled on, her own ills swallowed up ly endeavored to disguise, was an epi- was passed, and that In 1891 tbe Geary
on, advanced a dozen Inches or more. at length in her anxiety over my in- sode as characteristic of her aa any law followed."
Synchronously my foot, lifted with all significant Injury- that I can remember.
But vou did not know. Derbapa.
a that in spite of your laws, the smugMurphy, meanwhile, had sunk into
On entering the reception-roothe accuracy and power of my undergraduate football days, met the Intrud- Insensibility through loss of. blood, and somewhat formally furnished, square gling of Chinamen of Chinese labor
ing revolver and sent It spinning lay now, breathing stertorously. One room, which Jutted from the hall, on ers Into this country, has been alagainst the vehicle's upholstered top. of the officers had already telephoned the left I was mildly surprised to dis- most continuously practiced?"
BT
Simultaneously, Evelyn screamed. And for an ambulance and tbe other two cover that one of my visitors was none
"It Is quite possible, I dare say. I
even as her voice rang out, high and were making a diligent search of the other than the Chinese merchant, Yup do not know the facts, however."
Horace Hazeltine
shrill; even as that lethal object of stable. As for the Chinamen, they Sing. At sight of me he roue and
The facts In a general way are not
steel spun upward, the had fled at the first alarm, and it came a step forward, the same tall, material," Yup Sing assured me. "But
light was switched suddenly off and looked very much as if every one in spare, dignified Asiatic I had met In I shall Inform you of a single specino
any way connected with the outrage, the Mott street warehouse, save that case. Sixteen vrnrs sco there ap
we were In grumous darkness.
(UoprrislU,
A. O. MoClui
Ui.)
It was she who, presslnlg the button save only Murphy, bad gone with be no longer wore tbe dress of bis peared In Canton a white man, sup
u
country, but a dark, well-cu- t
suit of posedly a Scotchman, calling nimseu
at her side, had dropped over us this tbem.
8YN0PSI8.
O'Hara, who had been put nominal American clothes.
mantle of Invisibility no less obscur
Donald McNish, and representing, accapitalist,
consult
Robert Cameron,
"Permit me, Mr. Clyde," he said, in cording to his own statement, certain
Philip Clyde, newspaper publisher, re- ing than the fabled. Hel Kepletn; and ly, under arrest, and who was now
Through a
garding anonymous threatening letters he it was she, too, who now opened the awaiting tbe pleasure of his captors, that chill leisurely tone I so well re- large American interests.
has received. The first promises a sample other door of the brougham, and with availed himself of the first moment of membered, "to present to you the vice native agent it become known tnat
day.
power
on
of the writer's
a certain
consul ot China at New York, Mr. McNIah was in March of coolies. Very
On that day the head Is mysteriously cut a murmured: "Come! Hurry 1" drew Evelyn's silence to address me.
from a portrait of Cameron while tho lat- me after her Into the dread uncertain
said
long
a
Chen Mok." And then I saw that his soon, circulars appeared throughout
he
chase,"
been
"It's
ter la In the room. Clyde has a theory ty of an environment
of which we and there was something of pride in companion, a much shorter man than tho district, worded somewnai aiier
that the nnrtralt was mutilated while the
room was unoccupied and the head later knew nothing.
his tone "but you see I got him dead he and younger, bod risen too, and this fashion: 'To the countrymen of
removed by means of a string, unnoticeda
The gloom without was scarcely less to rights at last. He's mixed up with was holding out a hand in tentative Ah Shoo. Laborers are wanted In the
by Cameron. Evelyn Grayson, Cameron
niece, with whom Clyde Is In love, finds thick than that within. Of my five the. most lawless gang of highbinders greeting.
v
land of California. Great works to be
the head of Cameron's portrait nailed to senses, therefore, all keenly alert, that New York has known for years.
Yup Sing continued
I
here,"
"We
are
done there, good bouses, plenty food.
a tree, wnere it naa Deen useasecrecy,
of s'gbt told me nothing; but my ears haven't got down to all hla history "because we believe we have secured You will get S20 a month and good
t rpt fivA ntavoa Rvoivn to
employed
Clyde learns that a Chinese boy
nostrils, aided and abetted by yet but I've been banded a good for you, Mr. Clyde, the explanation treatment. Passage money required.
by Phllatus Murphy, an artist living and
you recently did me the honor $45. I will lend the money on gooa
nearby, had borrowed a rifle from Cam my perception of sodden planking be- stack of It, and It won't be bard to which
Clyde makes an ex neath my feet, Informed me that we put tbe screws on him now for killing to request of me. And because we are security, but I cannot take your wife
eron'a lodeekeener
fllftjk tn enll nn Kfurnhv A nil Is reOUlsed.
alighted In a stable. The sound that Chink that used to work for him In hope that, through you, some agree- and child in pay. Come to Canton,
He nretenris tn he Investigating alleged had
of pounding hoofs echoed from near up to Cos Cob. I didn't know it was ment may be reached which will put and I will care for you until the ship
Infractions of the game laws and speaks
of finding the bowl of an opium pipe un- by stalls and unmistakable
equine you be was after tonight but I do an end to the present deplorable out calls. The ship Is good.' The circular
der the tree where Cameron's portrait odors were
know that he had a hand In tbe plot break amongst certain of our people In was signed by Ah Shoo, the agent. In
strongly pervasive
was found. The Chinese boy Is found
of
upon my hearing there fell, too, as that fixed another Chink this very this city."
dead next morning. While visiting Camresponse to it, exactly ninety-seveeron In his dressing room a Nell Gwynne we fled,
Vice Consul Chen bowed gravely, my countrymen, having left good sethe
nasal cackle evening a young fellow named Ling
mlrrnr ! mvntortniislv shattered. Cameron
becomes seriously 111 as a result of the of excited and perplexed celestials. Fo, who was pumped full of lead Just and I, In my turn, gestured my visitors curity for the required passage money,
shock. The third letter appears mysteriBowery to resume their seats. So far I had were led stealthily aboard a small
ously on Cameron's sick bed. It makes whose eyes, dazzled by the brougham's as he was turning from the
not spoken, but mentally I had been coasting vessel one night, and the vesdirect threats against the life of Cameron. lamps, failed to follow us Into that ob- Into Pell street."
Clyde tells Cameron the envelope was
It was from O'Hara that I learned busy. Frankly, I distrusted Yup Sing, sel slipped quietly down the
empty. He tells Evelyn everything and scurity which lay in the wake of the
inu. conveyance, and through which, hand our present whereabouts. Tbe stable and questioned how much of his ex to the open sea, with McNish himself
Plans to take Cameron on a yacni found
The yaAt picks up a fisherman
in hand. Evelyn and I crept crouch was not more than a half doten blocks planation, whatever It might' be. I at the helm, and a Eurasian named
gives
drifting helplessly In a boat. He
Ingly toward the street, our hearts from the Intersection
of the two could afford to accept Fortunately, John Woo, In the galley."
the name of Johnson. Cameron disap
pears from vnrht wh41e Clyde's back Is hammering
however, I now had some basis for
named.
had
streets
he
Just
breathing
our
smoth
but
The Vice Consul was now consultturned. A fruitless search Is made for a ere (J
I felt that, so far as it
Tbe fate of our driver we could only Judgment
lest It betray our whereabouts
ing a slip of paper bearing, as I could
motor boat seen by the captain just alCameron dlsanDeared. Johnson Is
conjecture. Before tbe policeman i went the letter from Miss Clement see, certain Chinese characters
and precipitate pursuit
Inweri tn on after helnflr rlnaelv Questioned.
If In our fond fancy we expected laid the facts and they promised me could be relied upon absolutely. If
"If I am In error," said Yup Sing,
Kvelyn takes the letters to an expert In
Chinese literature, who pronounces them an unimpeded way, however, our ex that he should be found. And then, the merchant's story coincided, then it addressing his companion, "I pray you
would perhaps be safe to assume tbe
of Chinese origin. Clyde seeks assistance pectations were
to correct me." Whereat Mr Chen
not realized. Where after half an hour's waiting, a substi- correctness of added
from a Chinese fellow college student,
details. If it did Mok smited reassuringly.
neigha
most
Yup
Sing,
from
secured
was
to
tute
driver
who recommends him
the darkness was densest there rose
prominent Chinaman In New York. The an obstruction. From out of the black boring garage, and Evelyn and I were not coincide, I was In possession of
"You are In all particulars accn- seek information" of
a
latter promises to countrymen.
Among a pair of arms encircled me a pair of permitted to continue our interrupted valuable material for
ka annnnnppil: and the Mott
Cameron among his
tion.
Cameron's letters Is found one from one arms, long, sinewy and muscular. Journey homeward.
merchant, thus encouraged, pro
street
Addison, who speaks of seeing Cameron
am
an
"I
policy
of
of
advocate
the
aa tnougn
deAt the Cameron house,
which tightened about me with a sudceeded.
In Pekln. Cameron had frequently
'
clared to Clyde that he had never been In den vise-lik- e
our cup of excitement were not al reciprocity, Mr. Yup," I said at length.
vessel, you understand, Mr.
pressure,
pow
Th
holding
me
He
Addison.
your
In
can
I
"If,
service,
China. Clyde calls on Dr.
return
for
exbrimming,
fresh
a
filled
to
ready
at erless. My hold of Evelyn's hand was
what is known In those wawas
Clyde,
learns that Addison and Cameron were
ene time intimate friends, but had a fall thus abruptly sundered, and though perience awaited us an experience render a service to you, you neve only ter. e
It was not so large
inrcha.
ing out over Cameron's denial of having
to over- to command me."
and it differed in other re
a
Pekln by Addison. Clyde she could not Bee, she sensed the en- of such vital significance as
as
Junk
beta seen In Yup
I
a
between
chair
chose
them
and
Sing, sees Johnson, at- counter.
goes to meet
Once more she screamed turn entertained conclusions and shed
sitting down assumed an spects as well, it
tempts to follow him, falls Into a base- High
and shrill her young voice rose a wholly new light upon our darkest the door,ofand
htn snkle and becomes uni think I have seen a rude, but
ment
attention.
attitude
.An.'in.,e rnvrte i fminri hv Miss Clement, above the noise of the stamping
perplexities.
horses
or less effective representation
more
He Is
"What I tell you," began tbe mera missionary among the Chinese.
of Inhaling and the quaintly strident chatter of
of it," I interrupted.
sick several days as a result Clyde
body
erect,
his
his
shoulders
chant
of a tbe confused Mongolians. It was not
CHAPTER XXII.
charcoal fumes. Evelyn tells
"I know to what you refer, was me
squared, bis chin lifted, "Mr. Chen will
peculiarly acting anesthetic which renders
so much a mere cry of affright as it
"But that waa
ter-- a .roinlnder.
Mura person temporarily unconscious.
enverify."
Djcanvi
And
Mr.
more
Chen
once
The 8cuttled 8hlp.
As I told
phy Is discovered to have mysterious re- was an appeal for help. And it met
conventional.
less
or
more
by
a
lations with the Chinese. Miss Clement with surprisingly prompt response.
Checkabeedy met us in the hall an dorsed his friend's assertion
HKe mat
boats
draws
every
child
you,
nMmiaei tn tret fnfnrmatlnn about Cam
sweep
grave
forward
of his head.
Before Its echo bad died, the double unusually agitated Checkabeedy, with
eron. Slump In Crystal Consolidated, of
th lorcha was to be used
you
Clyde,
to
Mr.
came
me,
"When
rau
neaa.
ruddy
n
tne
is
y
which Cameron
rubicund face
sliding doors which separated our his
story of your friend Mr. Cam merely to convey the passengers to
a rumor of Cameron's Illness. Clyde finds
and stable dungeon from the sidewalk beyond the common, and his tiny gray with theannoyance
naa alCameron on Fifth avenue In a dasedhome.
and subsequent ab McNlsb's steamship, wnicnKong,
eron's
him
emaciated condition and takes
were swept swiftly apart, admitting eyes twinkling like twin star sapphires. duction, I was inclined
and
Hong
from
sleep
cleared
long
and
ready
a
from
to
view
awakes
the
Cameron
Our adventure, thrilling aa it had
tongue. He gives or the revealing gleam from a street
well out of
coast
off
the
.n.ek. in atranze
waited
yon
which
way
were,
yourself,
In
some
been, was subjugated, if not Indeed that
ders to an Imaginary crew In Chinese
Such, at
dldn t lamp across the way, and admitting
What I have learned since, itrht of nrvlng cruisers.
jargon. Then In terror cries: "I man
too,
for the moment forgotten, in the pres- deceived.
Is
husky,
the
the
Evelyn
declares
commanding
figure
of
them."
the explanation. Whether
was
kill
least,
impression!
you
As
corroborates
that
ence of this unwonted suscltation. For say
not her uncle. e;veiyn no v
m.i,.
Information a man with raised revolver, followed
here in America, your friend, Mr. MrNiah ever bad a steamsnip is aa
Miss Clement for promised who
Whether
was to by a mob of neighborhood denizens the butler's aplomb was a sort of fam- Cameron, did not play fair with you." matter for conjecture.
and And that the Chinaman
Miss attracted by the unusual
ily fixture which nothing short of the
give it has Just been murdered.
tne
oi
cruiser
and
excited
States
1
United
to
asking
ordinary
him
circumstances
Under
note
a
Clyde
Clement gives
and by the girls penetrating vociferation. most extraordinary happening could might possibly have permitted this as- Gnnoiirrin. havlne received a hint aa
read It after he leaves the mission
find
abduction
To
upheave.
the
or
of
Quickly as I had been seized, even either unsettle
him.
then destroy It. It tells
sertion to go unchallenged. I am not to hia purpose, bore down upon
who shipped
of a white man by Chinese
Is accused more quickly was I released.
The en him in such case, therefore, argued
been said, is iiaewise open v
as
has
truculent;
more
him back to China. The manLorcha
a
as
rule
often
than
deIn circling arms fell away Instantly,
nf the crime of the "Sable
and either cognizance of exceptional
question. But of the truth of the incinot I find It advisable to Ignore
The ap- which 100 Chinamen were killed. man
they the giant who had held me turned velopments or possession of mon
in Nn York nf the
dents which followed there can be no
inaccuracies
of
narration,
the
and at
supposed they had shipped to China with an path of defiance and confront strously Important tidings;
dispute."
to
the
of
narreach
vitals
qulckc
tbe
"
throws consiernauun mm i"
paused In mute
He hesitated long enougn tor me
on this night I was
irk. kH,.,Dham in which upClvde and Eve- ed the invaders. In both oath and at- sight of him we both
But
rative.
by an armud titude there was a reminder of some- expectancy.
Ivn are riding Is held
Consul to echo: "No dispute,
coundisposed.
Vice
The
inscrutable
man.
thing heard and seen before; and
"There Is a person, sir," be began, tenance and the superior, almost pat- whatever, Mr. Clyde," and continued:
treading upon the heels of reminder making vain effort to control his voice ronising manner of the speaker chafed
"On the second morning after leavCHAPTER XXI.
came recognition.
It was Pblletus to dlspasslon, "a foreign person what and irritated me to tbe verge of en- ing Canton, an hour after dawn, when
Murphy, red and burly, who now tow is called a Cblnee, I think, air In the durance; and so, without hesitation, I he at least pretended to see the cruiser
When the Doors Parted.
What Immediately followed must ered menacingly above our armed reception room. If I understand him. Interrupted blm with a contradiction.
In full chase, he ordered his passenhave occupied a second or two at savior It was Phlletus Murphy who, sir, be Is a consul or something like
all that you have learned Is no gers below, declaring that their safe-- t
"If
Henpn ded uDon their keeping out ot
most Yet it seemed to me that for swinging viciously for his adversary's that. And he has brought with blm more reliable than this corroboration,"
many minutes I sat mute and motion Jaw, staggered back the same Instant, a tall, thin, elderly man, as yellow as I declared, warmly, "we might aa well sight. No sooner, however, were they
less, staring at the leveled weapon his arm dropping and a bullet In his himself, sir. I was in doubt about al- end the interview here and now. Of below decks than he Dauenea aown
lowing tbem to wait, but they told me Mr. Cameron's fairness at all times the hatches, and Imprisoned the cook
and af the rude black mask behind It; shoulder,
For a moment following the shot they must see you, sir, tonight with- and under all circumstances there can In his galley. A white fog prevailed
for my brain was superactlva and my
there was dead silence. Then came out fall; that it was a matter to your be no question. He is my friend, tried and the sea was very calm, both of
thoughts were racing.
Instantly I comprehended all that pandemonium. The mob, already aug- interest, sir. They have been here and trusted, and Incapable of deceit. which were conditions favorable to
Lowering
the
had happened, and the situation, cli mented from a score to a hundred over an hour, now, and I have never On that I would stake everything I McNtsh's purpose.
maxing in our peril, was as clear to surged Into the stable as a spring flood taken my eye off the reception-roobold most dear; and we may as well lorcha's two boata he cut one adrift
me as though I had witnessed the surges over broken dams. With Eve- door. Seeing as how those mysteri- have it clearly understood at the out- and entering the other, which he had
whole chain of events from inception lyn In a corner behind me I fought ous things happened at Cragholt. sir, set"
previously stocked with stores, he
to final execution. The assassination off the crowding, bellowing throng, I was fearful lest something more of
A white man would either have inmade his way In tt along the lorcha's
of Ling Fo was to be succeeded by the while Murphy lay groaning at our feet the same sort might be contemplated. sisted or apologized. But the yellow side to her prow."
abduction, perhaps the murder, of Eve- and his assailant, who, when once his And poor Mr. Cameron lying up there man has a way of bis own. Yup Sing
At this Juncture, Yup Sing slowly,
lyn and myself. Already while we face met the light, I discovered was with that nurse, Bryan, who, between remained silent until I had finished. rose to his feet.
were conversing with Miss Clement O'Hara, my own detective, smashed you and me, air, I don't trust nohow." But whether or not. he heard me was
"And now," he said. "I want you to
Evelyn was scarcely to be blamed manifested neither by word nor sign. picture what followed. Standing np,
our driver had been spirited from the beads right and left with the butt of
box and one of the enemy mounted in his revolver, and hoarsely commanded for a trepidation equaling, if not sur Without change of facial expression or axe In hand, Donald McNish began bis
passing, Checkabeedy's.
his place. In the rush of my review room for his fallen enemy,
alteration of tone, he placidly proceed- diabolic work. With strong arm he
"Don't see them, Philip," she urged ed, choosing his phrases with infinite swung, and close to the water line
What might have happened, what
I recalled that In hurrying Evelyn into
"Please care and rounding his periods with a the blade bit deep into the timbers ot
the brougham, anxious to be started fatalities might have ensued, bad It with nervous vehemence.
and away, I had not cast even so much not been for tbe fortuitous arrival of don't see tbem I It Is some trick. I faculty that for an Asiatic was little the lorcha's bow. He swung again;
Had he been and again the blade bit deep. Once
as a glance towards the man In front three uniformed members of the met- feel it is. Checkabeedy will get them short of marvelous.
At first. In our absorption, and later ropolitan police force I shall not at out of the house at once. Wont you. any one else In the world I should more, and still once more the axe rose
behind lowered silken shades, we bad tempt to conjecture. Their clubs, I Checkabeedy?"
have admired him. As it was, his clev- and fell. Frantically, with fiendish
purpose he plied his weapon, until
But I was in far different mood. Of erness only added to my aversion.
made no effort to trace our course know, did good service; and a shot
"There is a story," be went on, "a there opened a gaping hole through
Hence our present location was mad- or two fired over the roads of th late matters bad been shaping them
nlnety-seve- a
upon
deningly unguessable. We might be rioting crowd bad a wonderfully paci selves, apparently, towards a climax. true story familiar to all Chinamen; which,
those
In a quiet way, avoiding tbe spectacu to some Chinamen especially It Is a trapped souls, rushed tbe bitter waters
(ar on the East side or far on the fying effect.
Poor Evelyn, In spite of an berolcal larly aggressive, and aided not a little very bitter, a very pathetic story, be- of death." x
West, or we might merely have circled
back to within a block or less of the ly stubborn Insistence to be coura by chance, we had drawn nearer and cause it has to do with the passing of
It was a very dramatic recital. Ungeous, was as thoroughly frightened nearer to the veil which bid the truth. their kinsmen their fathers, their accompanied though it was by a sinMission from which we started.
All this, I say, flashed through my as I have ever seen her.
When at If there bad come to me now the op- brothers, and their sons. Death some- gle gesture, the speaker's voice lent Itbrain with inconceivable swiftness as length, tbe stable was cleared, and portunity for another step, it must not times is glorious, as we all know. To self most effectively to the tragedy.
I sat rigid, with eyes on the revolver
lamps were lighted, she was still pal be disregarded. My whole inclination die for one's country, or for one's hon- And though I disliked and distrusted
barrel and the masked face of tbe lid as marble, and her Up quivered was to welcome It Therefore I smiled, or, Is to b privileged. To die of pes- him, I was certainly more or less
shadowy, sinister creature that held It with an obstinacy that no restraining reassuringly, at Evelyn, as I said:
by tbe scene bt painted,
tilence or famine is deplorable. But
"Really- my dear girl row art aav tt tt k treachery la tt leave a soer
All this, and more. For la that brief teeth nor hiding ban! could disguise.
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LOCAL AND PL'n& WAL.
Kaymond West aul family
liavo moved from the West
Hotel to the Flick building on
the west side of town.
Mr. A. G. Birtle of Mena, Ark.
came in Wednesday to spend at
least a few weeks here, on a
real rest trip, to visit with hio
Mena friends and to look over
t!ie country in general. The
probabilities are that he will locate here permantly.
A good letter accompain;d
by a one dollar bill for a years
subsciiption to the Kocoid came
.111 is week from an old time
neighbor and friend, Banipy
Kientzle. We are glad to have
him on the list and to know that
lie is doing well. lie is traveling out of Chicago selling goods.
A telegram from Vernon, Tex.
was received' here this week
hat Mattie May, the little eleven
months old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Minis died Tuesday
morning of Pneumonia. Mr.
iind Mrs. Minis have a home
near hit place, but have been
i.t Vernon for several weeks
j'ast with Mrs. Minis father who
is veiv fethle.
1
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J.

(jeo.

Cittlefietd

Vice

Dr. H.'L. Fiscus.

SALE

ffhuslelan A ifurgeen, and 9rep.
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THE KENNA BANK & TRUST CO.
JeffSD. White lres.

January and February
J

2nes.

AfliWiiiviniwwwiniim
ffure, ?resh rga A "Chemicals.
kinds ffatent Medicines

Watches, Rings, Bracelets,
Stricti a home institution
Diamonds, Novelties.
8 Your patronage solicited. 8
U
8 The low prices will as8
tonlsh you.
Vert respectfvllt,
9. IV. Zin,
.Scott.
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Claimant names ns witnesses:
Charles C. Inyton. Perry W. Hrown,
K.

'X.

yiimmcins fires.
'X;

Rimeni Bleoh
.

N. M.

4Sii0
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RODERSON

L.

The Barber

8
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XOerh.

'hiitten. ef Elhins, N. M. who. on Nor. &. 1007,
made II. K. IM12, Ser. No. 013420. for NW!
Sec. SO; and on May 11. 1')JQ made add entry
Serial No. 018021, for SE' SEM, Section 17:
H NEW. NEW NKX. Section SO, Township
6 S. Range
N. M P. Meridian, has led
notice of intention to make nnal three jeur
Proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before H. P. Lively, U. S. Commissioner in his office at Elliins, X. M. on

&

- v
.1
XN.

11

191H.

I

F28-M2- 8

d

R.-v-

three-yea- r

00

:

z,

ii.s

.

-

:

to-d- ay

paVOfcinjT

D.

C.

a Specialty

018021

01&l-!t-

April 3.

iplt-iul-

Washington,
Cantl office Practice

Department of tlio Interior, U. S. Land
Ofllee at Koswell. N. M. Feb. 13, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Alonzo I).

Clulmant names oh witnesses:
Closing out hardware. Some Xt. S, i)ep' f of jtfggrieutture August
Sell ill z. (Jeorge C. Cooper, James L.
of it at just one half price. In
li eatien SB lire an.
'batten, Albert N'. Slrntton. all of Klklns,
N. M.
T. C. TlLLOTSOW.
order to make room for now Station,
.'jBoaz,
tl.
Register.
stock will close out all dry
'
SUMMARY,
MONTHLY
Notice for Publicntion.
MARRIED.
uoods at cost and below. In
021837
.TANUAKY
Mr. Alvin ( White and Miss the meantime will sell you
Dcpnrtmont of lin Interior, U. S. Land
Oltlce at Roswell. N. M. Feb. 20, 1913.
Tempcraturc.
(Jertrude E. Teague wero mar-lie- groceries as cheap s any one.
Notice is hereby trlven that James I. Can
Mean
temperature
...37
at Elida Sunday morning
non, of Route 3. raids. N. M. who. on Jan. f,
P. T. Bell, North Main
Maximum temperature
74 16H1, made add'l II. E. Ser No 02IHST, for Lot
10:1)0.
F21-- M7
The ceremony was
I. Section t. Twp 6 S., Range 32 E., N. M. P.
.
Minimum
temperature..
.
.
.
20
by
W. P. West
Meridian, hoi died notice of intention to make
Rev. W. P. West came down Greatest daily range
proof, to establish claim to
52 Final
)nly a few were present to witWednesday
afterfrom Elida
the land above described, before Dun C.
Precipitation.
ness the event.
Si.
Commissioner, In his office,
Savsge, V.
noon and done the cirp'iiitrr act Total
at Kenna, N. M. on April 5. 1913
They took the 12 52 Ir.'iiu for on
is
now
the church here which
Claimant; names as witnesses:
Cleur
25
Kenna wheie tlrey will make undergoing repairs
Charles 11. Slock. Joe U. Slack. William J.
Partly cloudy
4 Pounds, Walter Smith, all of Route S. Klida,
i heir home.
T. C.TlLUJTSox,
N. M.
A man who reads his love let- Cloudy
Both bride and groom are well
i . .2
ReBlster.
mai'-ried
20
has
years after he
mark indicntes below zero.
Known here, they being among ters
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION.
the girl, wonders why he William Horner,
the first tettleis in the commu.
0238'
probefore
was
never
the
taken
nity.
observer, postoffice address, Bo-aDepartiuviit of the Interior. U. S.
Land Office at Roswell. N. M, Feb 20,
N. M.
Quite a host of their friends bate judge.
4013. Notice Is lieniby (tiven that Emltt E.
gathered in at the hotel to give A w oman gets up, builds t he
Props, of Ricbland. N. M. who, on Nov. 13,
1910, made II. M. Serial No. 0S3H'i9.
for 8M.
them a glad hand and to enjoy fire, gets breakfast, gets three
Section II, Twp. 6 S.. Range SK.., N.M. P.
the '"fudge" on Alvin.
Meridian.hus tiled notiuo of intention to make
or four towsel heads off to school
Until three year proof, to establish claim to the
The contracting parties have washes the dishes, does a washBUCKBEE'S SEEDS SUCCEEOt
land above described, before C. E. Toombs.
1
rented the West lot el for a term ing, gets dinner, washes dishes,
U. Commissioner, in his office at Richland,
OFFER:will
PECIAL
N, M. on April 4. I1I3.Kev Raplnna. A trial
t balld
of six months or longer, and cleans up the house, changes her ftf lUdaunuca
TOU our berniaaam cuaiomer.
Claimant names as witnesses:
lTTaiifiM;
Kaabk.
fnUirtlnn
took charge on Wednesday the dress, receives crllers, gets supM
11. Uoelzer, George M. Proiis. Uen
Alwln
ImM
l
8
tltO.U.,
ho (Inert i Ttl. t
520th. May they always be just per, washes dishes, docs some
jaininC. Sharry, John T. lrops. all of Rich
' T. C.
ilCAKAM tKU TO fLKAaK.
Tillotsow,
land. X. M.
sis happy as thtfy are this week, mending, takes care of a babv Writ
i Mention this Paper.
RcglBter.
and as prosperous as they are during all this time and then
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
SEND 10 CENTS
happy.
tMa TlltM
her husband wonders why. she
PMtttff aUli
014704
Department of tho Interior, U. S.
InMrtieU, bMtfMt ft4 r4 Flant Bosk, t
read
papers.
the
doesn't
J. E. Carry is here this week
Office at Koswell, X. M. Feb. 13. 1013.
"VoVAoM. 1 Cnd
Notice is hereby given that Elizabeth Chat
lniying up some steer yearlings The way to reach a man's iH.W.Eucli8,
ten, of Elltins. X. M., who, on April 17. l'tos.
for his Hereford Tex. ranch. So heart, it is 6aid, is through his
made II. E. 1489. Serial Xo. 014701, for NEM
S. Range 07 K. X, M.
Secuun 13, Tow nslilp
far he has bought enly about stomacho. But thU can't be
p, Meridian, nas fllod notiue of intention to
5200, and will ship two car loads true, or many a man's heart
make link) thive-- j ear Proof, to establlsn claim
to the land aliove dsscribed, before II. P.
of them this week, the remaind- would not survive tho first year
K0TICE FOR TUBLICATIOX.
Lively, V. S. Commissioner,
in his office at
er is not to be delivered until of married life.
021TM
032H9
Elklos. N M. on April 3. 1913v
IT.
S.
Department of the interior,
Land
Clalniant names at witnesses:
Apiil. Mr. Curry h like most
The man wl;o gives his life to Ofllee at Roswcll, N. M. Feb. 13. 101 a.
August Schulu, Uert X. Muncj, James I
other buyers, interested in save a tot from a speeding train Notice lit here))' Klven that John II. King-- , Cbutten,
Albert X. bust ton. all of Elkina, N
of Judaon, N M. who. on Sepu 14. 1S08, made
.he very best or fancy stuff and is
X- C. TlUXrfHO.i.
not more of a hero than tho II. K Serlul No. 0J2C9, for Sft and on Feb. M.
Register,
is willing to pay a fancy price woman whose life is forfeited 10. 010. mil lie arid I entry No. 021755. for
p.
e
33
E.,
l'uljllcatlou.
S.,
M.
N.
1'.
Kunue
Notice for
SKU.Seo. il. Tu
for it. But doesn't care for the in giving another to tho world.
y, s.
non coul
Me'ldlun. Ims filed notice of intontlon to make
(sww
lower grades even at low pricis.
Until three yeur proof, to establish cluim to Department of the Interior, U. fl. Land
small,
is
In
K.
usually
with
a
C.
those
deseibed,
It
nd
Toombs Office at Fort Sumner. X. M., Jan. e, 1913.
before
above
the
This w a weekly occurrence
Commissioner,
U.
in bis Ofllee St New
Notice Is hereby given that William N
ihat buyers are here looking for amount of cheap notoriety who Hope,8. N'.M, on April 4. 113.
Jones, of Kenna. N. M. who, on Aug. 25, 1909.
to
seek
impose
importance
their
made add. II. E. N0.O08W. forSWM. Seotlon
Claimant names a,a witnesses:
tlio best, for tops, and such stuff
Pred W, Dnvls, Churley C. Davis. M Clayton 34. Twp.- 4 8. Range W E. N, M. P. Meridian,
nlways brings a fancy price. upon others.
Haker these of Nobe, N. M., James W. Taylor has tiled notice of Intention to make three
year Proof, to establish claim to the land
T. C. TlLLOTrtOH,
Why not sturt in on one line of
What a tremendous mortality of Juilson. N. M,
above described, before Dan C. Bavage, U.
KiS.Msa
Register.
fancy stuff and stay with it, rate wo would have if every
S. Commissioner, in his office at Keona, N.M
April 10. 1913.
tutting out your cheap, worth- young man and young woman
After all is said and done, the on Clulmant
names as witnesses:
less grndes and eventually bring died from having to give up the only accoraplinliments that bring Jason T. Gsndy
Jason II. Gundy, William
your cntiie herd up to a high young man or young woman real pleasure al e those who bring 11, Cooper, Henry T, Jones, all of Kenna, X
C. C. Hinht.
M.
grade, and get the fancy pricey they couldn't live without,
joy to others,
v
FS9 AJ
Register
11

Klbbs Building,

W

Notice for
l'ublicatlon.
t

a.

-

Attorneyand Counsellor at Law

I.ce R. Robertson all of
T C. Til.umsox,
Reulster.

!.,

a

-

lliuslnw,

Una.. N. M.

mna ffin tihep.

tO COM

In

ROSW2LL,

ROY C. McHENRY

X

lOell "Castings, fanks, all kinds of galvanised Jron and ffin
Repairing Neatly and ffrcmptlq )cne
.

iXV

SPECIALTY.

PS

N.M, on April 4, l!)i:l.
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A

Offle

--

Ahe 9reprieters cf

1

V&.

Txaa

Farm Implements.

'1

X

and

-- NORTn SID- EAgent for the Panhandle Steam
of Uoaz. N. M. who, on May 15. 1911, tnnde x
homestead entry Serial No. OiiViTt for NWH X Laundry, ef Amarlll,
Sec. 10, and on Auk. 10, 101 1, made add'l entry Q
No 13
Phon.
Serial No.02jOC2. for NEM. Section 9, Township t) south, HanL'e 'Ocnst. N. M.I. Meridian, &OQOCGCOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOnJ(
has tiled notice of intention to n.nl;e Until
three-yea- r
to establish claim to the
land above described, before H. V. lively,
IJ. S t'ommlssioncr. in his office, at Klltlns,

6.,

Stealers in

f M Mnds cf Suildinq

- - -

a.

DAVID L. GEYER

Notice for Fublicntion.
OSAOtU
021777
Departmena of the Interior, U. b
Ijind OITlce at Koswell, N. M. Feb. 50, 1413.
S
Notice is hereby given that Oliver W. Illili-op- ,

umber

Rem-edie-
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THE JEWELER
Sietwell,

A

Stationery. Rubber lecds
Seilet Articles.

W. SB.
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'

9ht Vienna Brugslere.

is now on
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SEEDS

Garden. Field and Flower Seed.
Vegetable Plants.
Poultry and

rs'

Supplies.

Ask for Catalogue and Price List.

ROSWELL SEED CO.,
115-11-

S. Main - Roswell, N.M.
to tha Seathweat.'
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NOTICE OF CONTEST.
Department of the Interior. U. S.
Land Office. U'oswell, X. M. Feb. 8, 1913.
To Don C. W. Tetrtok of Snyder, Texas,
t'onlestee:
You are hereby notified that Andrew J.
Drasswel', who gives Afton, Texas as bis post-office address, did on Jan. 9, 1013, tile in this
office his duly corroborated application to
contest and soourc the cancelation of
your homestead, entry Serial No. 01 TOM made
March SO, 1809. for XW! Section 32, Town
ship 14 S., Range 38 K., N. M. P. Meridian, and
as grounds for bis contest he alleges that
said Don C. W. Tetrick has never settled on
his homestead, or improved It In any manner.
and that said Don C. W. Tetrick has not been
on the land oiiice September lwv.
You are. therefore, further notified that the
said allegations will be taken by this office as
having been confessed by you and your said
entry will be canceled thereunder .without
your further right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal, if you fall to
Hie In this office within twenty days after the
FOUUTIt publication of this notice, as shown
below, your answer, under oath, spooincally
meeting and responding to these allegations of
oontest. or if you fall within that time to file
In this office due proof that you have served
a copy of your answer on the said contestant
either In person or by registered mall If this
servioe is made by tbe delivery of a oopy of
jour answer to the contestant in person, proof
of such service must be either the said con
testant's written acknowledgment of his re:
oelpt of the copy, showing the dme of its
receiptor the affidavit of tbe person by whom
the delivery was made Btatlng when and
where tbe copy was delivered: if made by
registered muil, proof of such service must
consist of the affidavit of the person by whom
tbecopy was mailed stating when and the
post office to which it was mailed, and this
affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for the letter. You should
state In your answer the name, of tbe post-- .
offloe to which you desire future notices to
be sent to you.
T. C. Ttllotson, Register.
Drte of nrst publication
Feb. Mtb 1913.
' " seoond
"
Moh. 7th 1913.
" " third
"
Mch. 14th 1913.
" " fourth
"
Moh. Slst 1913.

K0TICE F0II VUnilCATIOJi.
021063

Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
office at RosweU. N. M.. Feb. 13, 1013,
Xotice is hereby given that Joseph F,

Bootbe.of Kenna. N. M. who, on Deo. 18. loot,
made II. K Ser. No. 021093. for Lot 1, Sea. 1,
Twp. S S.. Range 31 K., N. M. P. Meridian,
bat died notice of Intention to mak final
three-yea- r
Proof, to establisu olaim to the
land above described, before Dan C. Savage,
U. 8. Commissioner. In his offloe, at Kenna. N,
M. on March 25. 1913.

Claimant names as witnesses: (
Joe D. Slack, John W. Pounds. Oza P, Butler,
James T. Itutler. all of Route S. Elida. X, M.
T. C. Tulouon, Register.
l
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Department of the Interior.

U. S. Lund

at Roswell,

N. M.
Jan. M, IUI3.
hereby (riven tliBt Edward F.
of Elkins, N.- M who, on March 7,
IOCS, made H. E. 14373, Seriul No. 01215, for
81C!, Section 33, Township S RnnKe 28 F.
N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of intention
to make llnal three year proof, to eatubliah
claim to Die land above described, before II.
P. Lively. U. 8, Ommiisloner, In bis ofllce at
Elklns, N, M. on March 4, l')13.
Claimant names ns witnesses:
James O. Hicks, Thomas A. Willlnnis, Fred
Hillfenfeld. Fred Bechlold. all of I'.lkln'. X. M

Office

Notice

Is

-

Tiluotsos, lteelster.
NOTICR ron riDLICATIOX.
T. C.

J31-FS-

02I8F6

Pepartment of the Interior,

U. S.
Land Office at Roswell. N. M., Jan. 7,
1813.
Notice Is hereby jftven that Senb T.
Jeffries, of Elktns. N. M, who, on Feb. if,
1910, made additlonnl II. E. Serial No. OSIfWfl,
for NEM, Seel Ion 17. Township 7 S Knntre
29 E., N. M. I'. Meridian, has Hied notice
of Intention to make final three yen r Proof,
to establish claim to the land above described
before H. P. Lively, U. 8. Commissioner. In
hit ofllce at Klklns, N. M. on March 5, 113.

Claimant names as witnesses:
William T. S. Burna, Qeorpe C. Cooper, LouIh
N. Todd, Ilenjnmln L. Cooper, all of Klklns.
N. M.
T. C. Tn.uvrsoN
J31-F2Kewisier.

Notice for l'uhllcntlon.

Department

of the Interior, IT. S.
Land Office at Roswell, K..M., Jun. SI.
1113.
Notice Is hereby (riven thnt Albert
N. Stratton, of Elklns. N. M. who, on Dec. S,
1909, made .
Serial No. 020974, for Ixts 3
and 4, Sec. 2; and KWH: NH SWU, Hection
11. Township 6 8.. Kanue 57 E., N.' M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to
make Final three year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before
II. P. Lively, U. S. Commissioner. In his oMce
et Elklns, N. M. on March 5. RI3.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Herbert C. Fahrlender, Leopold Fain lender,
James L. Chutlen, Carl II. Wlrdwell, all of

T..C.Tlli.otson

.

Ueitister

FOIt

NOTICE
non-eoa-

l

ri'BLICATI0'.
F. 8.

Department cf the Interior, II.
Land Office at Koswell, N. M. Jm.

S.
18,

lW. made homestead entry No. 0C.tx. for SH
XE!, Sec. S3, Twp. 5 S.. Range 3 K., and on
1909,
00010.

.

.

Claimant names as witnesses:
John

R,

Holman, Charles

M.

Barber. Charlie

II. Wear. George T, I.ktlcfleld, all of Kenna,
N. M.
C. C. Henry,

Register.

J31-M-

Notice for Publication.

,

017911,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Feb 6. 1013.
at Roswell, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that John A.

Office

Scott, of Kenna. N. M. who, on May 10. 1909,
made H. E. Ser. No. 017941 for SWH, Sec. 3,
and NWX, Seo. 10. Twp, 7 S.. Range 31 E..
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of IntenProof, to estabtion to make final three-yea- r
lish claim to the land above described, before
Dan C. Savage. U S. Commissioner.
In his
office at Kenna.' N. M. on March 18, 1013.

Claimant names ns witnesses;
John A. Kimmons, William U. Cooper, T.
Dexter Gouty. Joe It. Evans, all of Kenna,
N. M.

T. C. T1I.I.OTBOH.

Register.

F14-M-

Land Office.

Roswell. N. M.

U

S.

Department

33. Twp. 3

noglKtt,-.- '

Xi.tlee tv.r I'lihllrntloa.

.,

Department

of the Interior,

01

of the Interior.

IT.

S.

Henry Hyman, Thomas Henderson, Frank
Stephens. Lavlnu Acklcy, all of Elklns. N. .M
T. C, Tllloison. Register.

12:8

I'. P.

Land Office at Rosnell. X. M. Jan. 22. 1013.
Notice Ishc rbv given that John Emmet I.
l. 19'7. made
of Kennn. N. M. who, on March
II. i:. 1I.VI5. Serial No. 0I2:;'H, for N.'J SK!.
X!4 S 'i. section 17, Twp 0 8., Range .H I".
N. M P Meridian, bus (lied laciee of intenliu
lo make llnal live year Proof, to es'alillsU
c'uim to tl,c land above described, before
In his
Dim C. Savage, V. S. Commissioner,
office nt Kenna. X. M.f.n March 1.1, I'.i'."!.

Claimant names ns witnesses:
Robert L. Iloberson.
A. Kitninons. Frank
X. M.

William II. Soot I, John
all of Kenna.

L. Smith,
T. C.

; Mr

'Vil.irri'sox,
Register.

Nollce for Publication.
'
oi ;i(',2
Department of the Interior,

,

IT.

S.

Land Office at Roswell. X. M. Jan. 89, 1013.
Nollce Is hereby given that Montgomery
M. Sheets, of Klkins. N. M. who, on Miirch
i;. 101:7. made H. I' II 300. Serial No. 012163. for
N'K)4. Sec.
Twp. 7 S. Rung ' 2 E . N. M. P.
Meridian, bus tiled notice of Intention lo make
Final live-yea- r
Proof, lo establish elnlm 10
the land above described, before II. P. Lively
IT. s. Commissioner,
in Ids office ul 1'll.lns.
N M. on March II. 1913.

Claimant mimes as witnesses:

Charley M. Had. Louis x. Todd. .Vd.n Hall.
I'red lleigenf. Id. all of Klkir.s. X. M.
T. C, '1'ii.i.otsox, Regi-iie7

for Publication.

Notice
I

IHT13

Department

Cl'II.VI

of the

interior,

IT.

S.

Land Olfiee 111 Roswell, X. M. Jan 30. V'13.
Notice is nereliy given that t'hnrley M,
Hull, of Elklns. X. M., w ho. on Sotit. I.
made If. K. ooss s;.rial Xo. M0005. for X'i
Kr..'. S'. U NEW. See I ion 32: and NV! Sff'i
Sec. 23: and on Aug. S. 1'no, made ndd'l. entry
He- -. No. ol'iC)'1. for SW.'i SK'. Sec. 22. Twp.
7 i. Range-!E.. X. M. I. Meridian, bus llled
notice of iiiteniion to make Final live anil
threcear Proof, to establish claim to the
lnnd nbovc described, before II. I. Lively, C
S. Commissioner, in his ollicc nt Klkins. N. M.
00 March 11, 1913.

1.

Claimant

as

iiamrs

witnesses:

Montgomery M. Sheets. Iiuis N. Todd,
.funics (). liicks, Ih'njaiijin I. Cooper, nil of
Klklns. X. M.
T. C. Tlllotson.
Register.
F7--

Notice for Publication.
01271'S

Department

r.f the Interior,

1. S.
lifliee nt Roswell. X. M. Ian
Nollce Is herein given that William D.
S niih. of l lkins, X. M heir of Surah P. Smith
deceased, who. on Aug. 20. 10i7. mude H. E.
12371. Setlal No. 013:68, for SK!4. Section 31.
.

Tow hship-- " S. Range 2s K. N. M. P. Meridian,
has tiled notice of Intention lo make final

five year Proof, to establish clsim to tue land
above described, before II. P. Lively. IT. s.
Commissioner, in bis office nt Elkins. X. M.

on March
.

12

pil.i.

Claimant names as. witnesses:
W. Snyder. George W, Rice. Crawford
Fuller. 'Hen Fuller, nil of Elkins. X. M.
17-.T. c. Tii.riTit. Register.

John
fl

FI4-MI-

fiJiOc:,

01I9IH

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Roswell. N. M, Feb.

for PnbllcHtlon.

033063

Feb. 8. V1

FI4-M- 14

made add'l. homestead entry
five-yea- r

Northcutt, of Kenna. N. M. who on March 8.
made n. E. No OT704. for SWSi. Seo. 80,
Twp.fi S Range 30 E.. and 1CK NWM WM
NE'. Section vu. Township 5 S Ramie 30 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has Hied notice of inten
tlon to make three year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before
In his
Dan C. Savage, V. S. Commissioner.
office at Kenna, N. M. on March 8. 1''13.

of the Interior,

Notice

FOB PUBLICATION.

t.

No.
for BU 8KX. Section
Department of the Interior, U. S. Range
30 E., N, M. P. Meridian, has filed noM.
23.
Deo.
Office
N.
Sumner,
at Fort
Land
on origin
tice of Intention to make
1913.
Notice is hereby given that Elijah H. al and three-yea- r
on add'l. Proof, to establish
1910.

Departnmrt

NOTICE

8632

Land Office at Roswe'l. X. M.
.Inn. 31, 1913.
Notice Is hereby gii 011 thul Alvin F. llluck,
1H3.
Notice Is hereby iriven HjutChurlcs D.
To John M. Scott, of Sweetwater, Texas.
of lloute 3. Elida. N. M., who. on March IS,
SpiUmnn of Route 3, Uox.l, FlUla. N. M. w ho, Contest ec:
1010. made additional H. E. Serial No. 0220M,
on May 7. UNA made II. K. Serial No. Oirt77.
You are hereby notified that Virginia C.
for SUM, Section 23, Ton nshlp 0 S Range 32
s: See. 0, NH KEU. Seo. 7: and Rlckard, who gives Elida, N. M. as his post-offifor Lots I
E.,
M. V. Meridian, has filed notice of intenon Dee. ft, lfliiO. mndo add'l. enlry, Seriul No.
address, did on Jamiury 3, 1013, file in tionX.
to make final three year Proof, to estab1)51(108. for RWW NUM. SEX
SWX, NEW this ofTice his duly corroborated ahpllcation
SW!, NWM SE. Sec. 7, Twp. 6 S.. Rnnjre 3J to contest and secure tho cnncellntlon of lish claim to the land above described, before
E., N. M. P..Meridian, tins Hied notice of Intenyour homestead entry. Serial No 01250, made Dsn C. Savage. U. S. Commissioner, in his
tion to make final Ihrce year proof to estab- Oct. 15,100a. forNE'4, Section 17, Township ofllce. at Kennn. X. M on March 17. 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
lish claim to the land above described, before 7 S. Range 33 E., N M P Meridian, and as
William A. Pcttltt, .loe D. Slack, Charles If.
Dan C. Snvnire. I'. 8. Commissioner,
In his grounds for his contest he alleges that John
nfilce nt Kennn, N. M. on March 3. !W3.
M Scott has wholly abandoned said land, and Slack, these of Route 3, Elldn. X. M., John O.
Clnimant names s witnesses:
has not resided upon or cultivated any part Whitnker. of Valley View, X. M.
T. C. Tci.l.oTN, Register.
I'll Mil
Kilpr F,.' lee, Joe R. F.tnns, Mart In V. thereof for more than two years last past.
(iarland. these of Kennn, X. M., and Jaine.s U He has sold and moved all Improvements
NOTICI. FOB PITILICATION.
from the place
SpillmHn of Koine 3. Elldn, N..M.
030557
OiirXV!
Ymi are, therefore, further notifliHl that the
J31 F.'8
T. C. Tlllouon. Reulster.
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
said allegation will be taken by this office ai
having been confessed by you, and your salil Land Office nt Roswell, X. M. Feb. 4. ru.1.
Notice for Publication.
entry will be canceled thereunder without your
Notice Is hereby given that George (4. IIiirT-msnon conl
03117
C63I8
F. S.
further right to be heard therein, either before
of Valley View. X. M., who, on Nov. 15,
Department of the Interior, IT. S. this office or 011 appeal. If yon fall 10 file In thin l'OO. mado II. E. Ser. Xo. 030557. for NEW, Sec
office
twenty
days
within
t;
after the FOURTH
and on Mch. l.'i. 1"10, made add. entry. Serial
Land Office at Fort Sumner. X. M.
Feb. 7.
1913.
Notice i hereby iilven that Williim S. publication of this notic e, a shown below, your Xo. 03S063. for Lots 3 4, SH XW'K, Sec. 1,
Ilootbe, of fc'lida. N. M. who, on Aug. 13, Iflofl, answer, under oath, specifically meeting and Twp. 7S. Range 32 E. X. M. P. Meridian, bus
madcorlg H.E. No. 03417, for SK!4 Seo. 3f. responding to these allegations of contest, .or tiled notli:e of Intention to make Final .three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim to tho lHnd
Twp. S S.. Ranee 35 E . and on May 11. 1009, If yon fail within that time to II In in this oflU'e
made add'l. homestead entry, No. 0R3I8 for due proof that you have served a copy of jour hove bescribed, before Dun C. Savage. IT. s.
SW! SWK Section 33. Township S S. Range answer on the said contestant either In person Commissioner, In hisofll.re at Kenna, X. M. on
If tills, service Is made by March 18, pi!3
12 E.. X. M, I. Meridian, has llled notice of or by registered mail.
inlention to muke five year on original and the delivery of a copy of your answer to the
Cluiinnnt tinning a.4 witnesses:
Ihrec-yen- r
Itodereek F. Ilonhs-n- . 'ames. E. .Mo' abe.
on add'l. Proof, to establish claim contestant In person, proof of such servlee niu- -t
be
said
the
W, Hrnclien, Edgar L. McHryde. allot
aeknowl
cither
wr'tten
contes'.inl'n
William
to the land above described, before Dan C.
T. C. Til.tvrsoN,
Savage. U. S. Commissioner, in his office at edgmcnt of his receipt of the copy, showing the Valley View X. M.
F14-M- 1Idate of Its receipt, or the affidavit of the person
Kenna. N. Mon March (5,. 1913.
ncRlster.
by whivn the delivery
made stating when
Claimant names na witnesses:
copy
If made by
whero
and
delivered;
FOB
N0TICK
the.
1TULICATI0N.
w.is
Joe D. Slack. John W. Pounds. Oza P. Ilutler registered
mall, pnx.f of such survive must con-sis- t
031813
James T. Duller, all of ElitTn, X. M.
of dm allldavlt of the pevson hy whom the Department of the Interior, V. S. Lnnd
C. C. Hjsrv, Register.
Fll Mil
copy was mailed staling wIi.mi and tho post office Office at Roswell. .V. M.
Feb. ft, 1013
to which II was mailed, and this ndiilivlt must
N'OTICIi is hereby fclven that Charles
Notice for Publication.
he aecoma!ncJ by the postmaster's receipt X. Stintton. of Elklns, X. M. who, on Feb.
non coal
01057
F. fi,
0O"3
for the letter.
23, 1910. made If. E. Ser. No. (.2IH3 for Nil';;
Yon should sl.stc In your answer the name Section 5P;andSW!
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Section 3. Ton mhlp
Land Office nt Fort Sumner. N. M. Dee. S3. of tho p 1st offigrf to which you desire future S. Range 37 E., X. M. 1. Meildiun. I us filed
l'US,
notice of Intention to make llnal thieeyear
Notice is hereby given that Lula T. notli'es to he sent lo you,
T. C. TM'.ctson Register.
Proof, to establish claim to the hind above
Esles. formerly Lula T. McDulTie. of Calvin.
Feb, 14 1018 described, before II. P. Lively, 1). s.
Oklahoma, widow of William K. McDuHie IXile of first publication
" second
"
Feb. '.'1 1HI.!,
in his office, at Flkins. X. M. on
deceased, wh". on Nov. 17, 1907. made orig.
- third
Feb, V8 1013. Mure h 18, 1918.
homestead entry No. Oliiir, for N VfU. Sec. W.
" fourth
"
March 7 1013.
Claimant names ns witnesses:
Twp. 4 S. Range 88 E., and on May R. 1000.
Albert X. Stratton. Ilcrlcit Knbrlenilcr,
mnrte additlonnl homestead entry No. 01:303.
Leopold Fahrlender, Blanch Siration, ail of
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
for NEV. Section 50, Township 4 S Range
Klkins. X. M.
T. C. Tllloison.
03301.-- 1
88 K., N. M. P. Meridian hits filed notice of
F14-M- 1I
Register.
Intention to mako three year Proof, to es- Department of tho Interior, U. S.
tablish claim to the land above described, Land Office at Roswell. N. M. Feb. 5. 1913.
Notice for Publication.
before Dan C. Savege. U..S. Commissioner,
Notice Is hereby given that Lavinn Acklcy
03201 1
In his office ut Kennn, N . M, on March 13, 1013. of Elklns, X. M., who on May II, 1910, made
Department o the Interior,
,
S. Land
II. I'. Serial No, f55(;l.-Claimant names) as witnesses:
fo' K14 NK'4. Sec. 13. Office at Itoawell. N.
.VI.
Feb. 5. 1'.I3.
George T. Littlelleld. Willie A, Fry. both Twp. 7 S , lianie 27, K., and Lots 1 & 2, SE!4
Notice Js hereby given I lint Obudinb Burdi n
of Kenna. X. M., Jelf D. White, John Sehirck NW'I. SWM NE'i NK'f SW!i. NWU HE'4, of Elklns, N. M. who, on M ireti 11. 1910, mude
C. I'.HnsitT,
Sec. 7. Township 7, S. Range 28, E. X." M. P. H E. Serial No. 022014. tor VM SE'C. SWA
both of Olive, N. M."
'
"
Meildiun, hus filed notice of Intention to make SKU. Seo. 1. Twp 7 S.. Range S7E and l.olh
,
tlnul three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to 6 and 7, EH S'!4, Sec. 6; ml N KM NWX.
the land above described, before H. 1. Lively Section 7. Township 7 S. Range 58 10., N. M. P.
Notice ior Publication.
IT, S, Commissioner,
In his ofllce nt Elklns,
Merldlun. hus filed notice of intention to
sw
non-cocccio
F. 8.
X. M. on March 17. 1913.
make Final three-yea- r
Proof, to establish
IT.
S.
Depaprtment of the Interior,
Claimant names as witnesses:
claim to the lnnd above described, before
Deo. 12.
Lund Office at Fo. t Sumner. N. M.
Henry Hymiin, Thomas Hendorson, Frank H. P. Lively, V. S. Commissioner, hi Lis office
1015.
Notice is hereby given that Porter J. Stephens,
Hiuden. ll of Elklns. at Elkins. N. M.on March 17, 1913.
Williamson, of Kenna. X. M. who. on Oct. 37,
T. C. Tii.lrriiN,
X. M.
Claimant names ns witnesses:

June II.

07764

04256

U.

S

Notice for Publication.

1013.
Milledge II. Snpp
11.

Notice Is hereby given that
claim to the land above described, before of Boaz, N M who, on Feb. 11, 1317, made II.
Dun '. Savage. U. S' Commissioner, In his of E. 10088, Seriul Xo 011918, for SW'4, Seo. 3;1,
flee at Kenna. N, M. on March 15, 11)13.
and on March I 1910. made ada'l. entry, Sir.
Xo. 021905. for XW'A, Section 35, Twp. 7 S..
Claimant mimes as witnesses:
Robert L. Roberson. Joseph A. Cooper, Range 30 E X. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice
William H. Cooper- Charles M. Barber, all of of Intention lo make final live and three-yea- r
Kenna, N. M.
C. C. IIhnkt.
Proof, to establish claim to the land above
J31-MRegister,
described, before II. P. Lively. U. S. Commissioner. In his office at Elkins, X. M , on

01f514

Department of the Interior, IT. S. Laud Of
lice at Roswell, N, M.
I'eb. 13, 1913.
Notice Is hereby given that Gran c Muney,
of Eiltins, N. M. who. on Feb. il, 1909. made
II E. Serial No. 0IU5I4. for N W!4. Sect tan 13.
Twp. 7 8., Range, 28 E.. N. M. P.
eridl in,
has llled notice of intention to make final
three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before II. P. Lively, 17.
.1

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE
Roswell. X. M. Jan. 33, 9i:i. Notice Is hereby given that the Slate of Now Mexico by

approved
of the Act of Cong-es- s
has tiled In this offi ;e Selection

virtiH--

June

20. l'MO,

List of ilia following lands:
List Xo. 112. Serial Xo. 02O80, for HV.4
SE'L Sec. 14: V.i, SKU SWkl. Sec. 23: X!i
and V.i SEW Sec. S. nil in Township 10 S.
Range 31 E., X. M. P. M. 800 acres.

Protests or contests against any or (11 of
selections mny bo filed in this offlcn
such
S. Commissioner, in his office nt Elkins. N. M.
Notice for Publication.
during the period of publication hereof, or
Claimant names as witnesses:
ou April 4. 1913.
07800
0674
F. S.
Wlllium I. Johnson. Marion O. Mills. Samuel
any lime thereafter, and before final npprov
Department of the Interior, IT. S. V. Mardls. Horace W. Flora, all of Boaz, X. Claimant numes as witnesses:
T. C. TlIJrrsoN,
Henry C, Sorrells. Bert N. Muney. Mollic ul and certilicute.
Dee. S3. M.
Land OlUce at Fort Sumr.er. N M.
Register.
T. C. TlMXrrsos,
loll, Frank Jauies, all of Elkins. X. M.
1013.
Notice Is hereby given that James A.
Register.
Fit MM
T. C. TILLOTSOX,
Harris, of Olive. N. M. who. on Jan. 4. 1907.
Notice fur Publication,
ilejristor.
made original H. E. vo. 0674. for SEtf, Seo. 15.
NOTICE OF CONTEST.
mioio
Township 4 , Range 38 E.. and on March
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Department of the Interior, V. S. Land
Notice for Publication.
15. 1910. made add'l. II. E. No. 07800, for NEW,
Office at Fort Sumner N. M. Jan. '.'A
Feb. 4. 1913.
Office ul Roswell. X. M.
023178
017810
Section 15. Township 4 8.. Range 38 E., N. Land
is hereby given that John E. (ireer,
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention 1013. To George Rt Osborn. of Elida. X. M.
Department of the Interior, U. S. ofNotice
Route 3. Elida. N. M. w ho. on Sept. ft, It f,
Conteslee:
r
on original and tbrea-yeato make
N M., Jan. 22, made II. K. tills.
Xo. 011010, for SE'4.
You are hereby notified that James A. Land Office at Roswell,
on additional Proof, to establish claim to the
1013. Notice is hereby given tnat Martha A. Section 20. Township 8 8.. Range 33 E., X. V.
land above described, before Dan C. Savage, ('havers who gives Kenna, X.M. as his
address, did on Jan. 4. 1913. tile In this Kuhn, of Judson, X. M. who. on Mny 5. l'Kio, P. Merid'an. has llled notice i f intention to
V. s. Commissioner In his office at Kenna.
Proof, to establish claim lo
office bis duly corroborated application to made If. K. Sor.'Xo. 01781 for NEW. Sec. 33: make
X. M. on the 15th day of March 1013.
contest and secure the cancellation of your and on Mche2, l'MO, made add'l. entry Serial l lie lnnd above described, before Dun C.
.Claimant names as witnesses:
made Jan. 15. lMf, Xo.022178. foEVf. Section II. Townsl.ii C Suvige. I'. S. Commissioner. In his office at
Jason T. Oandy and John G. Keller of Kenna homestead enlry No.
south. Ranged? east, N. M. P. Meridian, hns Kennn. N. M.on March 10. lula.
M. M., Jeff D. White and John Kchlrck of for NH NEM. Section 93, Township 3 8 , Range
30 E. N. M. P. Meridian,
Claimant names as witnesses:
and as grounds for filed noticeointeation to make llnal three
Olive, N. M.
'.('. HB4HT,
his contest be alleges that you have aband- year Proof. 10 establish claim to the land
John A. Rogers, of Kenna, N. M. James H.
Register.
oned the land described for two years last above described, before Dan C. Savage. IT. S. McArlhnr. Asa M lluITev, William K Hritton
Commissioner, In his ofllce at Kcnnu. X. M. all of Koine 3 Elidn. X. M.
past.
Nat lee for Publication.
,F7 M;
T. C. Th.uitson. Register.
You are, therefore, further notified that on March 31. 1013.
0S67K-Claimant names n3'vfrltnes8es:
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land the said allegations will be taken by this
office as having been confessed by yau, and
John II. Ford. Frank RsiJing. .lames V.
Office at Roswell. N. M.
Jan. 31, 1913.
NOTICE FOIt PITILICATION,
Notice Is hereby isiven that William your said entry will be canceled thereunder Davis these of Judson. N.'SI . John O. Whit
011000
M.
your
right
Valley
X.
thereiView.
of
to
without
further
aker.
be
heard
A.I'arker. of New Hope, N. M. who, on Doc.
loparlnieiit of tho Interior, U. S. Land
n,
C.
Keglstor.
Tllloison,
T.
on
appeal,
office
or
if
this
either
before
191;!,
mado H. E. Serial No. 0207KO. for
4,
Ollloe ut Roswell, N. M. Feb. 4. 1913.
S!4. See. 15, Township 0 S. Range 35 E. N, M, P you fail to Hie in this office within twenty
Notice ii h.'reliy given thnt Mary M igill.
FOURTH
days
publication
lifter
this
the
of
Notice
for
Publication.
Merldlun, has filed notice of tntuntion to muke
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Proof, to estahllah claim to the land above
described, before Dan C. Savage, IT, 8 Commissioner, In bis office at Kenna, N. M. on March
Si. 1913.
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Notice for Publication.
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CAVALRY IN FRONT OF THE NATIONAL PALACE

FOLEY'S

TAT?
HONEYS
J COMPPUND

MORE ATLANTIC
LINERS REQUIRED
CONGESTION ON EXISTING STEAMSHIPS ON ACCOUNT OF CANADIAN IMMIGRATION.

STOPS COUGHS - CURES COLDS
CmII N. Opiate, b Safe For Children
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Vanishes Forever
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Prompt Relief Permanent Cure

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
fail. Purely vegeta- -
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indigestion.
improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,

Genuine must bear Signature
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PrvranU hair falHnr.

If some men were compelled to pay
as they go they would never get

started.
When a man begins to think of get
ting married he never figures on a
church wedding.
LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
one else smaller after using Allen's Foot
Ease, the Antiseptic powder to be shaken In
to the shoes. It makes tight or new shoes
Refuse
feel easy. Gives rest and comfort
Substitutes.
For FRF.B trial package,
Allen S. Olmsud. Ls Roy, N. Y. Adv.

Its Style.
"The child actress in that piece has
a part which fits her like a glove."
"Yes, so to speak, a kid glove."
His Limit.
Bridegroom My darling, I feel now
I will be the better man.
Bride But you can't be the beBt
man.
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uur photograph shows federal cavalry passing

front of the Mexican
national palace, which building was being held by the Madero forces and
shelled by the rebel troops under Diss.
MADERO

AND

SUAREZ

NEW

KILLED

In,

GOVERNMENT

ORGANIZED

Cabinet Ministers Take the
Oath oT Office Gen. Diaz

Mexican
DEPOSED

MEXICAN
OFFICIALS
SHOT WHILE UNDER GUARD.

o

Cooked
Meals

Post
Toasties

Trans-Atlantl-o

(or the exclusive use or tte Canadian
Trade. These are being built by the
White Star, Canadian Pactflo and
Cunard Companies.
The liners to be built for the White
Star are to be ot the same type as the
Laurentlo and Majestic, and will replace the Canada and Teutonic. Tbe
Cunard Line's new steamer, Ascanla,
has already completed successfully
her maiden voyage from England to
Montreal, and her sister ship will be
launched early next year.
It la predicted that the Canadian
Northern will not be slow in following
the example of the other big concerns,
as It is a matter of common belief that
Canada, more than any other In the
world, will be the country ot the future, and the best field for Investment
by shipping Interests.
An official of one ot the companies
already building steamers for this
trade told the American yesterday
that the ideal steamer for this service
n
boat, having accomIs the
and steermodation for second-clas- s
age passengers only,
"We do not expect that the $5,000
cabin de luxe class will travel between Canada and England very extensively," he said, "but the business
that ls to be obtained there will be
Immensely lucrative, and for the next
ten years tbe eyes of the shipping
world will be riveted on Canada. The
Panama Canal, undoubtedly will re
ceive a lot of attention, but the business in that route will be nothing com
pared with the Canadian trade for the
immediate future. Panama will develop and become bigger in the years
to come, but at the present we are
most concerned with the tremendous
tide of immigration that Is being diverted from the United States to the
Dominion.
"The farm land of the vast North
West is the attraction, and while this
flood 'of immigration ls at Its height,
the Canadian Government exercises a
strict censorship over the class of Immigrants admitted. In this way they
are drawing their future citizens from
the Northern countries and have
shown an unwelcome face to the people of Southern Europe." Advertisement.
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City of Mexico. The last de'alls
President Huerta Says There Was An of the organization of Mexico's new
government were completed at four
Crusty.
Attempt to Escape An Ino'clock in the afternoon, when the
"Tour hair is falling out," said the
quiry Ordered.'
members of President Huerta's official
barber.
family took the oath.
"Yes," replied the crusty customer.
City of Mexico. Francisco I. Ma"You see my skull ls so hard that it
Unable to witness the scenes from
dero
Jose
and
Pino Suarez were their room, Madero and Suarez were
can't fall in."
killed In a midnight ride under guard yet able to
hear the plaudits or the
from the national palace to the peni- crowd In
Loyal to Her Teacher.
streets and in the big
the
square in front, and the bugle calls
Sunday School Teacher1 Yes, chil- tentiary.
The circumstances surrounding the of the united army. Significant of
dren, the Lord made everybody.
Small Girl Did he make you, death of the deposed president and the birth in battle of the new adminof the republic are istration was the frank display or solteacher?
known only as given in official ac- diers, and the effect on the crowds
Teachei" Yes; he made me, too.
Small Girl And he's got nothln' to counts, which do not conform In all was not lost
ietalls. The only witnesses were those
be ashamed of, either.
It served as a reminder that if It
actually concerned.
was not a military dictatorship that
The provisional president, Gon.
When the 8un Will Die.
had been established, the present adIt may be said unqualifiedly that
Huerta, says the shooting or ministration was or much sterner
the sun, like every other thing con- the two was Incidental to a fight be- quality than that which had just
nected with the present order, will tween their guard and a party at- fallen.
Anally cease to be what It is today. tempting to liberate them. The minGen. Felix Diaz was among those
The time will most surely come when ister of foreign relations, Francisco in the room when the ministers took
the sun will have ceased to throw off de la Barra, adds that the prisoners the oath and heard Huerta pronounce
light and heat Long before that hapattempted to escape.
the formal time honored phrase: "If
pens, however, the earth and other
It is given out that two others you keep this oath, the country will
planets will have become . "dead were
reward you; if you do not, it will call
worlds," like the moon no life of any nameskilled and two wounded, but no you to an accounting."
particulars
nor
given.
are
sort upon them. It has been calcuNeither Huerta npr De la Barra
lated that the sun will cease to throw
out its heat somewhere about seven makes a definite statement as to FINAL PLEA BY THE STANDARD
which side fired the ratal shots. It
million years from now.
is not Impossible that neither knows. The Missouri Supreme Court Hears
Reasons Why Ouster Should
An official investigation has been
Be Modified.
ordered to determine the responsibility, and solemn promises have been
Jefferson City. The Standard OH
made that the guilty will be punished.
company, throcgh its attorneys, AlFired Upon the Escort.
fred D. Eddy of Chicago and Frank
The tragedy, occurred shortly after Hagerman
of Cansas City, made a
midnight. Mafero and Suarez, who
final plea to theN supreme court for a
had been prisoners in the national legal existence in
this state. A brier
palace since their arrest last Tuesset forth reasons why the writ of
day,
placed
were
in
motor
car,
a
are rapidly growing in popouster previously issued by the court
which was accompanied by another should be suspended.
ular favor.
car, and escorted by one hundred
The brief was taken under adviserurales under the orders of Com ment by
the court, and it ls probable
mandant Francisco Cardenas and Col
that it will be passed upon within the
Rafael Pimento.
next few days. The writ of ouster
With instructions not to outdistance becomes operative Saturday or the
the escort, the cars moved slowly. No present week, unless stayed by the
Incident occurred until they had reach court.
ed a point near the penitentiary,
where In an open place the guards' THE DOWAGER OF CHINA IS DEAD
attention was attracted, according to
served either with cream or
the official version, to a group or per End Comes to Former Woman Ruler
good milk, or preserved fruit,
sons following. Shots were fired at
of Flowery Kingdom After
make a most appetizing dish
the escort in the darkness.
8hort Illness.
for breakfast, dinner, or supThe Attack.
per.
The rurales closed in and ordered
Pekln. Ye Ho Na La, Empress
the prisoners out of the car.
Dowager or China, ls dead. She was
These delicious toasted
Thirty of the guards surrounded the the widow or Emperor Kwangsu, who
flaky bits of white corn have
prisoners, while the remainder dis died November 13, 1908. The empress
a delicate taste that is very
posed themselves to resist an attack had been ill only a few days. Tbe
pleasing at this time of year.
About fifty men, some afoot and actual cause of her death is unknown,
some mounted, threw themselves upon but it ls said the symptoms of ber
Post Toatie$ are economithe detachment guarding the cars and ailment resembled appendicitis. She
the exchange or shots lasted twen'y was attended only by a Chinese doccal, makw jess work for the
minutes,
when the attacking party tor.
please
busy housewife and
The former imperial family was
fled. Then the bodies or Madero and
everyone at the table.
about to remove to the Inner part of
Sueras were round.
tbe Forbidden City In order to make
Madero Shot In the Back,
room for the government in the east"The Memory Linger $"
The body or Madero shows only one ern part.
wound. A bullet entered the hack of
8oM by Oncers everjrwheie
the head and emerged at the fore
John I. Thompson Very III.
bead.
Ch'caso, 111. John I. Thompson,
Oereal Co., Ltd.,
The body of Suarez shows many first assistant United States attorney
Battle Creak, Mica.
wounds, the bullets entering from the general of Washington, ls severely ill
front.
at the Stratford hotel here.
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Sometimes a young lawyer makes
good because he has a wife who lays

down the law to him.
Mrs. Window's Boolhlnfr By nip for Children
teething, softens the Bums, reduces inflammation, allays pain,cures wind coiIc,2dc m bottlejulv

Every man thinks he knows a lot
about women until he marries one.

HUSBAND
TIRED OF SEEING
HER SUFFER
Procured Lydia E. Pinkham
Vegetable Compound,
which made His Wife

a Well Woman.
Iflddletown, Pa. "I bad headache,
backache and such awful bearing down
pains that I could not be on my feet at
times and I had organic inflammation so
badly that I was not able to do my work.
I could not,.get a good meal for my husband and one child. My neighbors said
they thought my suffering was terrible.
" My husband got tired of seeing me
suffer and one night went to the drag
store and got me a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
told me I must take It I can't tell you
all I suffered and I can't tell you all that
your medicine has done for me. I was
greatly benefited from the first and it
has made me a well woman. I can do
all my housework and even helped some
of my friends as well. I think it is a
wonderful help to all suffering women.
I have got several to take it after seeing what it has done for me." Mrs.
Emma

Esfenshade,

Z19

baatiaain ot.,

Middletown, Pa.
The Pinkbam record Is a proud and hon
orable one. It Is a record of constant
victory over the obstinate ills of woman
ills that deal out despair. It ls an established fact that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has restored
health to thousands of such suffering
women. Why don't you try it If you
peed such a medicine T
If yon want special advice write te
T.vdfa R. Plnkham Medicine Co. (confi
dential) Linn, Mass. Tfonr letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held la strict eonnaenos.

Yon don't omoo monog when ym hop
cheap of lig-ca- n
lading pouxltt. Don't
ho mlilcJ. Dug CalumoL
0oono9nicot
mm wWctwMs)
iottiooull. Calami It far superior It

Queen Victoria Detested Tobacco.
The number of smoking rooms now
over Windsor
distributed
castle
would considerably astonish Queen
Victoria, could she but see them. Her
late majesty could never bring herself
to do more than tolerate the weed In
any form, and the smoking room was
always relegated to a very distant
part of her various residences. Nor
were tbe guests permitted to solace
themselves with a quiet smoke In
their own apartments, as on their arrival they were specially warned not
to do so.
Not In 8lght.
Hokus Do you think we shall ever
have universal peace T
Pokus Not so long as women continue to play bridge for stakes.
FILES CURED IK S TO
14 DATS
will miund nione- - It PAZO OIHT.
Tatirdru.nit
HUNT fails to cure anr case of Itching, blind.
aiMdlnf or frulrudliuj khlm In 6 u U da;, too.

Usually when a girl meets a man
she likes on the street by accident it
isn't an accident at all.
Pay compliments if you will, but
pay your bills first.

m
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advertised in its columns should
Insist upon having what they ask for,
refusing all substitutes or imitations.
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VOICED ALL THEIR THOUGHTS

the Only One of the Crowd
of "Mourners" Who Was Truthful In His Speech.

Office Boy

The treasurer of the bank was dead.
Word had just been received over the
telephone. It was shortly after business hours, and as If by common consent, all of the employes gathered
together in a little group.
"I feel as though I had lost a brother,' said the assistant treasurer.
THERE WILL BE 10,000 AT GALVESTON
"I shall never get over it," added
the cashier.
8ent From Many Forts Men Ordered
"It makes me sick," whispered the
paying teller.
to Texas Scattered From Canada
"It Is very, very terrible," murmured
to Gulf Entrain In Half the
receiving teller.
the
1911
to
In
Time Required
"I shall think about it all night,"
Mobilize on hte Mexiremarked the bookkeeper.
can Border.
"It's awful awful!" said the clerks.
There was a moment's silence, then
the
errand boy spoke.
MiliWashington, D. C. Feb. 25.
"I wonder who'll get the Job?" he
tary orders flew thick and fast today chirped.
in redemption of President Taffa
Everybody gave an Involuntary
promise to have an army of 10,000 start. The
errand boy had been a
men assembled at Galveston, the most mind reader. Puck.
convenient port to Mexico, all equipped for foreign Service and ready to
In the Day of the Billionaire.
execute any order that his successor
A brilliant I'ew York lawyer said
might choose to issue upon the basis
at a dinner at he Lotus club apropos
of the conditions that will exist after of certain trust magnates:
4.
March
"Thanks to watered stock and waThese orders on the whole were tered stock is criminal abroad these
supplementary to those which began men are indeed rich beyond the
to flow from the war department to- dreams of avarice.
ward the end of last week and were
"If the watering of stock is allowed
calculated to insure the assemblage of to keep on we'll hear our billionaires
the second division of the reorganized talking like this some day:
army at or in the neighborhood of
"'Hullo! There goes Jones in his
Galveston. The completion of the or- 300 horsepower car. Do you know
ders to move the entire second divis- him?"
ion is intended as further warning to
"Do I know him! Do I know
Mexico that there will be no departure Jones! Why, man alive, Jones and I
from the established policy of prepar were struggling young millionaires toedness during the remaining week of gether!'" New Yorli Times.
President Taft's administration.
All plans for the possible sending HANDS CRACKED AND
BLED
of troops into the republic to the
south will continue with the same
8t Clair, Mo. "My trouble began
minuteness of detail which would about
fifteen years ago. It was what
characterize official orders had the some claimed eczema. The
the
present acute condition arisen In Mex disease worked under was a form
breaking
ico at any time earlier in the strife out with watery blisters on my hands
which hat rent that republic since which would then dry and scale, and
the first uprising against Porflrlo then would follow the trouble of
Diaz more than two years ago. This cracking and bleeding, also itching
course is justified on the ground that and hurting. My hands were disfigany cessation in the closing days or ured at the time, and sore. The troueven hours of the Taft administration ble was very annoying, and disturbed
might be seized hbld of by Mexican my sleep. This last February It was
malcontentents, as ah opportunity for ever so much worse than before. I
a strike at which Americans could not did not do all my work on account of
adequately overcome should officers the condition of my hands. I could
'
relax "their vigil.
not put them In water without makSo far the state department has ing them worse. I tried a lot of home
given little thought to the question of remedies, also salves and liniments
political recognition of the new gov- that claimed to be a cure for the
ernment in Mexico Inclining to await trouble, but I did not obtain a cure.
"At last I saw the advertisement for
further developments in the situation
and willing to regard it largely by the Cuticura Soap and Ointment I sent
recommendations of Ambassador Wil- for a sample. I thought they would
box of
son whose course so far, under ex- cure, so I sent for a fifty-cetremely difficult and delicate .circum- Cuticura Ointment and some Cutistances has met with the unqualified cura Soap. A doctor advised me to
keep ahead with the Cuticura Soap
approval of the department.
Major General William H. Carter, and Ointment and they cured me comwho commands the second division, pletely. No trace of the trouble rewas ordered today from Chicago to mains." (Signed) Mrs. Mary Taylor,
Mar. 29. 1912.
Galveston. This will be the second
Cuticura Soap and Ointment told
time that this officer has had the hon- throughout the world. Sample of each
or of commanding a complete division tree, with 82 p. Skin Book. Address
of troops within the limits of the post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept L, Boston."
state of Texas, the first being in the Adr.
case of the mobilization of 1911, when
the Mexican trouble first became
Had None to Spare.
acute.
There was a miners' picnic at Butte
The fifth brigade of this division Is one Sunday. One of the features was
already moving under previous orders a
between a team of Irish
to .Galveston, as is the fourth field miners and a team of Slovaks.
artillery, composed of mountain batThe Slovaks were winning and the
teries. The order issued today will set Irishmen dropped the rope and began
in motion the fourth brigade, the sixth to fight It was a good fight. One
brigade, and the sixth cavalry. Briga- brawny Irishman had an opponent
dier General Frederick A. Smith com- down and was pounding him at his
mands the fifth brigade, previously or- leisure, when, a friend came along.
"Gimme a belt at him," said the
dered to concentrate; Col. Edwin F.
Infantry, friend.
Glenn, of the Twenty-thir"Gwan," replied the other; "go and
will command the fourth brigade, in
the illness of Brigadier General Ram- get one for yourself."
say D. Potts, and Col. Arthur Will-lam- s
Growers Shipping Broom Corn.
of the Eleventh infantry, will
As the price offered for Broom Corn at
command the sixth brigade in place
hippingpoints la below the cost ot proof Brigadier General Clarence Ed- duction many
growers are refusing to
wards, who is under orders for Philell and Instead are shipping their corn to
ippine service. The war departments COYNE BROS., 160 W. SOUTH WATER
CHICAGO. The financial responsiestimate that under these orders there ST.,
bility of this firm exceeds one hundred
will be concentrated at Galveston be- thousand dollars. Growers ahould corretween 8,00' and 9,000 Infantry, about spond with them. Adv.
800 cavalry, and about the same num
Nolle Proesed.
ber of field artillery, or a total of
Rastus had caught Sambo
nearly 10,000 men.

l&t Catai'Fla Get ttBae

tug-of-w-

d
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Special Congress April First.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 26. The exPresidetra session of congress
nt-elect
Wilson today announced
would be called to meet April 1, will
find a number of tariff bills ready
for its Immediate consideration and
other general policies mapped out by
the new administration. The date re
ceived general approval In congress.
Three Children Burn to Death.
Wichita, Kan., Feb. 25 Three small
children of Jerome Greenwell, a section laborer for the Frisco Railway
company, were burned to death at
noon yesterday, when their freight car
home on the Frisco tracks, three miles
east of the city, caught fir from an
d
stove.
ever-heate-

"Ah's gwlne hab yo' arrested foh
stealln' mat. chickens, yo' Sambo
Washln'ton dat's jess what ah'm

gwlne to do," said Rastus.
"Go ahead, nlggah," retorted Sambo.
"Go ahead and hab me arrested. Ah'll
mek yo' prove whar yo' got dem chickens yo'self!" Harper's Weekly.
8ome Measure of Love Important.
It Is best to love wisely, no doubt,
but to love foolishly Is better than
not to be able to love at all.

If you have catarrh and are neglecting it you are doing a

great wrong to yourself. In time it will undermine your
whole constitution. You cannot begin too soon the work of
shaking it off Doesn't require any great effort. Begin today.

:pg Pierce's (BoMen

BSedical Biseovery
IJke a New
"I Feel
Womaa "

Has. Bihj. liLuti,
Paver, Ont., Box M,
1 bare bM a treat
for roars iron throat

of Pott
wrileel

eufferer
trouble.
Catarrh. Indigestion, female
treublee. bloating, constipation
and nervousness at tiro. I
would b la boil, uxn able to
be up again. WaBUBdormanr
different doctors' ear, and
would sat better for a llitle
while, then I would fa down
with ehrenta Inflammation all
through ma.
For n netccn
years 1 had this polaoo In my
blood. After trying- nearly
everything I rot worae. I reed
in The People's Common Sense
If edical Adviser of Dr. Pierce's
Guidon Msdicsl Discovery and
Dr. Sag-e'-e
Catarrh Retnedr.
I have taken tha ' Golden Medical Dlsoovery' and 'Fleatant
Pellets,' and
need Ave
bottle, of Dr. 8.1.'. Catarrh
Remedy.. I ir. now abla to da
my work and walk with pleas
Bra. 1 fael lik. a new woman.
around ma
I enjoy everything
letting ma
God
Cnd thankenough for
to And soroe
Ions

h.

has a curative effect npon all mucous surfaces, and hencs
removes catarrh. In Nasal Catarrh it is well to cleanse the
passages with Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy while usinj the
"Discovery" as a constitutional remedy.
Why the "Golden Medical Discovery' 'eradicates catarrhal
affections, of the stomach, bowels, bladder and other pelvic
organs, will be plain to you if you will read a booklet of
extracts from the writings of eminent medical authorities
endorsing its ingredients and explaining their curative properties. It is mailed free on request.
"The "Discovery" has been put up and sold in its liquid form for over
one-ce- nt

Dr. Pierce' Pleasant Pellets regulate and strengthen Stomach, Liver
and Bowels. Assist nature a little, now and then, with a searching
nd cleansing, yet gontlo cathartic, and thereby avoid many diseases.

tbinthrtni.n.maw.lla.in

WHY INCUBATOR

CHICKS

Write for book saving voiine; cliioka.

Yr

Is.

Bend tis

RELIEF
ETE TtOUBLES
QUICK

DIE names of 7 friend that uae Inenltatorn ami get
book free.
Remedy Co., black well.okl.

Klil

Dangerous Talk.
"Mother, I wish you wouldn't mention dishwashing when George Is calling on me"
"Why not, Indeed?"
"I don't like it. It sounds common."
"Common, eh? We have to eat,
don't we?"
"And George knows we eat and
use dishes?"
"That's very true."
"And George also knows that dishes
have to be washed, therefore somebody has to wash them?"
"But, mother "
"What now?"
"If you keep on talking about it
George may discover that you make
father wash them, and he may think
the same thing la coming to him if
he should propose to me." Detroit
Free Press.

VERY FALSE.

There's full weight
Guaranteed in every package

UPTON'S
'
TEA
airtight tins

Sold in

only

.

Many a great man has exclusive
First Chorus Qlrl What do you knowledge of the fact.
think of that report about her hair?
Second Chorus Girl False.

CONSTIPATION

Finance.
Thomas W. Lawson said the other
day of a scandalous financial deal.
Munyon's Paw-Pa"These people traded on popular igPills are unlike all othnorance. They were like Calhoun
er laxatives or catharClay, 'who opened a. bank In Nola
tics. They coax the
S
4
Chucky.
liver into activity by
"All the colored people around Nola
8ent, methods, they
i"
Hn1
Chucky deposited their savings in Caldo not scour: thev do
houn's bank, and Cal soon began to
not gripe; they do not
wear, Instead of cowhide boots and
weaken; but they do
start all the secretions
jeans, patent leathers and broadcloth.
of the liver and stom"Then, one day, Wash White called
ach in a way that soon
at the bank and said:
puts these organs in a
" 'I'd like for to draw out my
healthy condition and
money, sab..'
"'Your money?' said the banker, corrects constipation. Munyon's Paw-PaPills are a tonic to the stomach, liver and
cigar.
lighting a ten-cenerves. They invigorate instead cf weaken;
"'Yes, Bah; my $10
they enrich the blood instead of impover"Your Ilor
it; they enable the stomach to get all
"'Yes, my $10 what I 'posited last ishing
the nourishment from food that is put into
summer.'
cents. All Druggists.
"'Why, man alive!' shouted Banker it Price 25
Calhoun Clay angrily, 'don't you know
the Interest done et that up three
months ago?'"

Saskatchewan

in
At.

l

UH-- .rt

frr
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the Kind.
The guide, in referring to the
He Knew

Egyp-

tian pyramids, remarked:
"It took hundreds of years to build
them."
"Then it was a government Job
eh?" replied the wealthy contractor.
Youth's Companion.

5J

"Oh, not Some dogs are very fine
creatures. I called you a cur."

f Ismrtaf erwsslis

to Clip

n or ft eh, di.rh 4 cowa. They are
heel ibier ami rfnilrleltertttrvli-eWhen the btiavvfoat that hold tle
wet sweat ami dirt IsremovMi.ihcy
are more easily kept clean, look
better-v- et
more kh1 from their
faed and ara .better In every way.
insist on bavin.

The Stewart
Clipping Machine
It turns easier, clip faster and
and stays sharp longer
than any other. Uears ars all ft la
and out from solid tM fg
bard
I eel bar.
They are en- - A
r
M ftUfc
closed, prottftd and
run In oil littla frlc- tlon.lt tt la wear. Mas si 1 feet of new
elyle easy runnlny fleilble shaft
and the celebrated Htewart slittrle
tension clipping head, highest
closer

Uriavery
frrede. As sac Utim ymr
uswuiue unuwN to p

CHIOAQO FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO.
CHICAGO, ILL
nnd Ohio
Write for complete new oatalofrue showing world's
Jnrtreetand most modern line of horse clipping and
ebaep shearing maohluee. walled free on request.
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the Province ef

Saskatchewan,
Weetern

Canada

Do yon desire to sat a
Free llumeeleadof ISO
A I(KS of thai well
Ku.fnu
LAnar
nM
liMv.nilnii
nu.Mll..iiiui

and Into these railroads ara now being bullu Tha
0001a when there
will ba no

dor will soon

tondEf?HomMUU,,

Bwlft Currant, Saskatchewan,
wrlu-i- :
cania on nir
March 1HM. with about
II. UM worth of boraeaand wacbln-rrj,
and Jut ti6 In ciiab. Today I
hareujuarreaof
S00 acres
wheat,
of oata, and M) aorra of flax." Mot
bad for lx yean, butonly an In
lane of what may Ita dona la
Wealera Canada In Manitoba.
Baakatubewan or alberta.
Bend at once for Lltaratara,
Maps, Hallway Bates, ala.,
to
A

farujer

honioHtaad,

ill

G. A. COOK.

Ita STREET, KUBU COT, M.
Canadian OoTemment A vent, or
or
i
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01,8 P3!5-- " desiring to buy
anything advertised in its columns should insist upon having what they
ask for.ref using all substitutes or imitations
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Wichita Directory
We buy or sell

all points

At

Ball Bearing

Not Informed.
"What do you think of the wart"
"What war?"
"The war In Tripoli." ,
"I really can't say. I haven't seen
any of the films."
Apology.
"You called me a dog, sir."

It Pays

K..S

Your
Opportunity

hare recently baen opened op for
aoulrmeni,

"

fib lifflfe Odd IA
If

II

40 years and has gwen great satisfaction. Now it can be obtained of medicine
stamps.
dealers in tablet form as well. A trial box sent prepaid for 50
Address Dr. Pierce's Invalids Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
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EBestl

THEY ARE EQUIPPED FOR FOREIGN 8ERVICE AND READY
FOR ANY ORDER8.

WRITb. US
J. H. TURNER
WICHITA.

Acorn
Brand

KANSAS

PI
Ifl

AY
Makt

GGtlSeZ

and are mpeclally adapted to tha soil and ell mats
of Kunitai and Oklahoma. Before buying eeod fof
our IVI8 Heed Book ot Field. Garden and Vlowar
Heeds, Poultry and Haa Supplies, and other rala
able Information. Koee 11 rot here Head Houa.

Wichita,
East Dvuflaa,
W. N. U., WICHITA, NO.

8UO

fLauaai

feli fatf
Drug

Ca, Memphis, Tenn. fries SX.00
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GOV. MARSHALL SPEAKS

NEW MEXICO

BEFAVORS CLEAN CURRENCY
FORE 8TATE LEGISLATORS.

Wanti It Secured

So Fairly That
Financiers' Children May Cut Teeth
on Fathers' Earnings.

Western Newspnper t'nlon News Service.
Santa Fe, N. M. Thomas R. Marshall, vice president-elect- ,
and Mrs.
Marshall were the guests of Governor
and Mrs. W. C. McDonald here. The

addressed the
State Legislature and was taken for
.a. trip about the city. His speech was
and he dealt only with
political affairs in general.
He asserted that he was not opposed to wealth nor the wealthy meit.
but that this government was not
founded for men to make money, but
for justice and equality among men.
He said he did not mind If men made
money providing every dollar of It was
so clean that their Infant offspring
could cut their teeth on it.
vice

president-elec- t

Albuquerque Gets State Fair.
Santa F6, N. M. The House, by a
vote of 35 to 7, passed the act establishing the state fair at Albuquerque,
and by a vote of 2G to 17 passed a bill
apropriatlng $75,000, for an exhibit at
the San Diego exposition.
The bill establishing the fair at Albuquerque was introduced several
days ago by Messrs. Gurule and Garcia of Bernalillo. It differs from the
Burg bill in that It provides only $10,-00for permanent buildings, while the
latter fixed the amount at $15,000. The
annual appropriation for the fair Is
$5,000 and the appropriation Is conditioned upon the people of Bernalillo
county providing a fair site of at least
1C0 acres.
In the Senate the principal business
was the passage, by the vote of 13 to
11, of the Hlnkle local option bill. This
measure presides for elections In
cities and towns on the liquor quesper
tion, upon petition of thirty-fivcent, of the qualified voters. It fixes
the rate of license for saloons at not
less than $300 per annum and prohibits the selling of liquor within two
miles of a town which has voted dry.
It provides that elections on the liquor
question shall not occur- of tenor than
once In four years.
Two bills were passed by the Senate. The first permits munclpalities
to care for their indigent sick, while
the second changes the common law
rule with reference to contempt of
court.
0

e

-

Legislative Matters.
Santa Fe. By a vote of 28 to 16, the
House passed the county salary bill.
The House has made considerable
progress toward cleaning up its overburdened calendar. Among the measures receiving favorable consideration
were the Tripp bill to prohibit drinking of intoxicating liquors on trains
the Baca, bill to found a
teachers' institute at Santa F6,
the Sanchez bill providing for the
teaching of the Spanish language in
public schools In certain sections of
the state. The bill giving each member of the Legislature the right to appoint a student to each of the educational institutions of the state, the expenses of which student are to be paid
by the state. The institutions named
in the latter act are the University of
New Mexico at Albuquerque, the Agricultural college at Mestlla Park, the
Military institute at Roswell and the
two normal schools at Las Vegas and
Silver City. Students appointed under
the act are to receive free board and
tuition and $275 is allowed to the institution for each student which it receives under the terms of the . proposed law.
House Joint Resolution No. 9, proposing an amendment to the state
constitution for woman's suffrage was
favorably reported to the Senate.
Interest centered In the introduction
of a bill on the records as H. B. 182,
by Mr. Sanchez, having for its object
the abolishment of Mora county and
the creation ef two new counties to
be known as Mora and Aguilar. Agul-lar- ,
translated, means Eagle. The object of this bill, it is stated, is to give
both Roy and Wagon Mound a county
Beat.

The Senate passed House Bill No.
61, by Speaker Baca, to found a
institute; House Bill 109, by
Mr. Sanchez, for the teaching of Spanish in certain school districts; House
Bill 98, by Mr. Carter, repealing Section 3313 of the Compiled Laws of
1197, limiting the amount which may
be recovered for fatal accident! to
House Bill 117, by Messrs. Lobato
and Quintana, providing that each
member of the Legislature mar
one student to any state educational institution, an allowance of I75
(or each atudent being made,
The Senate raeeivei a petition from
ti New Mexico Leakuo ef Comrtur-?ia- l
Organisation! MkiRl for an ir.
fcuat appropriation of 110,000 for' tiii
support of the New
threat. Of
$5,-00-

ap-poi-

tpUu'l'stitH.

v.
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Be Irrigated and
Must Remain Uninhabitable Unless
Dry Farm Methods Used.

(Be 3 H WORST, North Dakota

n

HAS NOT YET WON POSITION
Flowing Collar, Extremely Popular
Paris, Falls to Make Much Headway in This Country.

In

The Richelieu, the Titian and the
are the three floMug collars which expose the neck, or turn
away from the stock of wash tulle.
Th Richelieu is one of the Paris
fantasies, but It has not proved popular in America, although It Is exceedingly pretty. It Is made of accordion
pleated tulle, finished with a tiny edge
of cluay and basted into a round neck.
It goes around the shoulders In an
even line, reaching nearly to the
When it Is worn without a
high stock It Is trying, but when It
Is merely an accessory to the stock
It Is very attractive.
The Van Dyke Is another form of
the same kind of collar cut In points.
It will be worn In embroidered linen
as well as In tulle and chiffon cloth
The linen ones are quite Quakerish
In their effect and do not exactly fit in
with the soft slinklness of the clothes
of the day, but possibly this style will
have its followers by reason of this
striking contrast.
As to the Robespierre no one could
add to its popularity by a word of
praise or explanation. There have
been few trifling fashions ' that have
had lis success. It came at a time
when the entire world wanted a new
collar and it was so cleverly adjusted
to every need and turned out in such
vast quantities all over the land that
it was eaBy for every woman to adopt
It In some make-ubefore It was a
month old.
The news comes .from Faris that
smart women are discarding frills and
jabots and all manner of accessories
that stand out or bulge from a plain
surface. The American women have
been dropping the frills and cascades
for a month or two, and it Is probable
that the early spring will see the
plain, flat, sheer blouse the ruler of
all others. ' This does not mean the
return of the mannish shirt waists absolutely. One may get her effect from
any combination of color sOr fabrics,
such as putting satin against satin in
two or three tones, but one will not
pin on a cascade of lace or embroidery to cover up the front of the
Van Dyke

arm-hole-

p

blouse.

PRETTY TAILOR MADE

--
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SOIL DRIFTING

STOP

One of Perplexing .Problems of Northwestern Farming 8olved by Canadian Experiment 8tatlon.
Drifting of the soil is one of the
big problems In northwestern farming.
The trouble. Increases as the
rainfall decreases. At the Canadian
experiment station at Indian Head,
Sask, this problem of drifting has
been solved by planting trees. When
the station was started twenty-fiv- e
years ago it was part of a bonanza
wheat farm on a level prairie. Now
it has the appearance from a distance
of being a woods. A belt of trees two
or three rods wide has been planted
around the farm, and between the
fields which are forty to sixty acres
a double row of trees has been
planted.
This breaks the force of the wind so
that the soil does not drift.
This
makes It possible to work the land
to the best advantage. The rainfall
here averages eleven and a half Inches
so that summer fallow has to be Introduced frequently, and in order to
make this the most effective It needs
to be cultivated so as to keep down
weeds. This can now be done on this
farm without any trouble of drifting.
Before the trees were planted this
could not be done.
Good Points In a Colt.
Is more or less a case of specula-

d

...

s.

(iikbletii

TREES

tion to judge what the mature horse
will be by Judging him as a colt
Even after years of close observation
in watching colts mature a great many
mistakes will be made. There are cer
tain things that are Indicative of the
colt's future. For instance, expect to
find the colt's head large and a little
out of proportion to the reBt of the
body,' with legs somewhat too long, If
he is to mature into a . good-sizehorse. In the draft colt there should
be plenty of size and symmetry
of
body. The bone should be clean, flat
and flinty. The muscling of the body
and limbs should show strength. There
should be an abundance of muscle,
especially at the forearm.

long-walste-

ellat

The fact that nearly half the earth's
surface Is visited with less than twenty Inches of annual precipitation
makes dry farming a necessity. But
a fraction of this vast area Is susceptible of Irrigation under any circumstances.
What cannot be Irrigated must be cultivated
by dry
farming methods or remain uninhabitable and practically useless, for hu
man genius cannot remove natural
barriers, such as mountain ranges,
which place a limit upon precipitation. It can, however, suggest methods of agriculture that may be adjusted to local conditions; methods
of tillage that will prevent the unnecessary evaporation of soil moisture, together with the breeding of
plants, themselves economic of moisture.
These factors taken together will
tend to make agriculture not only
successful, but profitable with less
rainfall than In humid districts where,
as a matter of fact the total precipitation during the year Is frequently
far in excess of the needs of the
growing crops. Moreover, excess ol
moisture la likely to prove as destructive of crops as deficiency of
moisture and far more Injurious to
the land. The fact must be admitted
that the swamps and the sea receive
a tremendous annual toll of plant food
resulting from the "run-off- "
of humid
This loss of fertility,
countries.
which is beyond estimate, must be
made good by some means, so that
between restoring lost fertility and
installing drainage systems, the humid
countries are quite as severely vexed
countries.
as the semi-ari-
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Aarleul-tur-

College.)

The Artesta dub members are improving their rooms over the postof-fice- .

o

NECESSITY

IS

iast Area Cannot

1

Western Newspaper Union Newi 8ervlce.

A number of farmers near Columbus contemplate raising cotton this
season.
CHILD'S TARTY FROCK'
An effort is being made to have saloons in Roswell at an annual license
of $2,600.
COSTUME, YET ONE THAT
Governor McDonald was invited to SIMPLE
13
M08T EFFECTIVE.
attend the mask ball of the Las Vegas
Hose and Fire Company.
Gabino Vlllanueva, aged twenty, was
shot to death at the Depot Exchangt, White Accordion Plaited Chiffon,
With Flowered Border, Is the Best
near the Santa Fe depot in Belen.
to Use May Quite Easily
The Civil Service Commission will
Be Made at Home.
hold an examination for fourth class
postmasters at Columbus on March 8.
A simple design for a little girl's
Arrangements have been completed
for the development of the ten thousa- "party frock" Is here sketched. It is
nd-acre
tract ten miles east of Dent- of white accordion plaited chiffon
with a blurred flower border done In
in g.
pastel shades, and Is worn over a
Lubbock-TexlcTrack laying on the
slip of white China silk or messaline.
cutoff will begin not later than March Bordered and plain accordion plaited
1 and possibly earlier,
according to
chiffons In all colors can be had by
late reports.
Deputy Sheriff Jim Johnson arrested George Pugh, who resides near Roswell, on the charge of having passed
several worthless checks In the city.
New postofflces established In New
Mexico are Bellview, Curry county;
Bryan, Grant county; Juan de Bois,
Guadalupe county; Odon, Grant county.
Wm. Scott was the victim of a serious accident at the Mahoney-Scot- t
sawmill in Burro canon near Roy,
when his hand was caught between
the discs and badly mangled.
Jose Garcia of Questa and formerly an Inmate of the state prison in
Santa Fe shot and killed his nephew,
Teodoro Garcia, at his brother's house,
three miles north of Taos.
At his heme on the Sweetwater a
few miles west of Colmor, Juan Sanchez, committed suicide by shooting
himself In the forehead with a .44 caliber revolver, the bullet nearly tearing
the top of his head off.
The First Church of Christ Scientist
was incorporated, papers having been
filed in the office of the state corpo,-atiocommission. The church is lo
cated in Albuquerque and its statutory
agent is F. B. Schwentker.
The Aztec Club has been formed
with thirty-eigh- t
charter members and
the officers for the ensuing year are:
Fred Bunker, president; Dr. Taylor,
vice president; R. M. Jackson, secretary, and T. A. Pierce, treasurer.
The Silver City Normal school has
sent its banner to the office of the
state superintendent of public instruction at Santa F6. This makes the fif
teenth banner received from educational institutions in New Mexico.
That there is every possibility of securing a government built road from
Fort Bayard to Silver City was the re- Simple Design for a Little Girl's
Party Frock.
port made by Councilman W. P.
Thompson at the regular meeting ol
the yard, and they are soft and pretty
the Silver City Business Men's Asso- for a
little frock of this order.
ciation.
There is really not much to be said
R. R. Gale, a freighter, arrived at in the way of description about this
Silver City from Lordsburg, bringing little frock, for you may see by the
with him twenty-twdraft horses. It sketch just how easily It is made. It
is stated that he has been awarded is
cut with short kimono
the contract for hauling four fuel oil sleeves and a square neck. The brief
tank wagons to and fro between SI1 skirt is attached to the waist with
slight gathers, and has the flower borver City and Mogollon.
Among the prisoners recently taken der running around the hem. A soft
to the Santa F6 penitentiary by Har- sash of azure blue messaline Is run
ry Carder of Artesia was Valencia, tht under evenly placed straps and tied In
Mexican who was convicted of mur- a puffy bow In back.
On account of the waist being cut
der at the last term of court and sentenced to hang Feb. 28. Valencia's with kimono sleeves you will problawyers will take the case to the Su- ably wonder how to arrange the mapreme Court, and in all probability by terial so that the border will appear
lower edge of the sleeves. The
that time the proposed law for life im- at theway
Is to stitch on a band of the
prisonment will be In effect and he best
border, and if tlsere is a narrow even
will not be executed.
design running through the same borThe Highland Cattle Company, a der a strip of it may be cut out and
Nevada corporation, was admitted to stitched as a finish to the square neck,
do business in this state by the State or, better still, set on with French
Corporation Commission, naming J. C. knots.
Dodson statutory agent with offices at
Lordsburg. The company is capitalWaist Styles.
ized at $200,000.
Chiffon waists are still In strong
A. H. Hilton of Socorro has had Zlm
demand, says
Dry Goods EconomGibbons employed for several days ist, especially the
the
models combined
drilling a well at the former's new with
handsome white-lacehome In the south part of the city. A of color corresponding to The touch
the tone of
good flow of water has been developed
the suit Is supplied by the chiffon,
and Mr. Hilton expects to use it for while the lace gives a dressy
to
domestic purposes and also to irrigatn a model which otherwise mightfinishtoo
be
an orchard which he is preparing to dark in color or simple
In design.
plant. He will put in concrete gut- Mauy beautiful prints were
ihown
ters to convey the water between the among the "novelties, some
of which
trees, thus effecting a great saving.
are the chiffon, radium and crepe de
The House of the New Mexico Leg- chine showing oriental patterns and
islature hti passed hills providing sal- coloring. The color scheme of the
aries for county officers and district waist Is carried out in profusion on the
attorney!, who have been without pay sleeves, ai well aa the front and back
for mora than a year, or Unci taking aiotlona.
office under thi itata government, a
general railroad rata bill, providing a
Hue Milk ai i Pat katlim
pamenge
maximum thni-een- t
fan
milk la ah
Sour
lotion tat
and a bill creating th eKtei nf coal
band! Ihd fael, llbelt a lilt diet
oil Ihipaetor, fcfcs Uvylug
tat of oni both
agreeable, It ihcAiid til ftilOWtd to
cfcHt tier fallen Cil kit ftUulSiliu trod-ttai- i
dry oh till ikln, tot fritM
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Mg a Great Meat Maker.
The digestive power of pigs seems
on the whole to be quite equal to that
of ruminant animals, and experiments
show that they have great powers ol
digesting animal food 95 per cent
has been recorded, and even more
with sour milk. As compared with
other animals it Is Interesting to learn
that pigs do rather more justice to potatoes than either cattle; sheep or
goats, and so practical experience U
confirmed. Pigs require far less food
than cattle and sheep to produce the
same results In flesh. They don't need
so much to keep up the animal
strength and heat, and they lira a
shorter time, and the pig has been d
scribed ct "undoubtedly the most economical meatmaklng machine at the

farmers' disposal"
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